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Our Founder

Charles Stewart Mott
1875-J973

Charles Stewart Mott, who established this
Foundation in 1926, was deeply concerned from
his earliest years in Flint with the welfare of his
adopted community.

Soon after he had become one of the city's
leading industrialists, this General Motors
pioneer Found a practical and successful way to
express his interest. He served two years as
mayor (1912-13) during a period when the
swiftly growing city was beset with municipal
problems, with 40,000 people sharing facilities
adequate for 10,000.

As a private citizen, he provided a building
for what is now Hurley Medical Center, started
a medical and dental clinic for children, and
helped to establish the YMCA and the Boy
Scouts in Flint.

Nine years after the Foundation was
incorporated for philanthropic, charitable and
educational purposes, it became a major factor
in the life of Flint through organized
schoolground recreational activities, which
developed into the nationwide community
education program.

From this start, the Foundation's major
concern has been the well-being of the
community: the individual, the family, the
neighborhood, the systems of government. This
interest has continued to find expression in Flint
and also has taken us far beyond our home city.

This report deals with the avenues that we
explored in 1984 while mindful of the founder's
motto: "Let us be known by our deeds, and not
by our money."



Our Philosophy Our Interests

The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation has
long been interested and involved in improving
the quality of life through community self-
improvement — from within neighborhoods to
within city hall, through education, social
welfare, economic development and
environmental management. We look upon
values as the governing force determining
individual identity and relationship with the
community. Values, therefore, determine how
community functions.

Today's communities are complex and face a
broad range of problems. In response to
changing needs, the Foundation supports a
variety of approaches organized and interrelated
under four basic principles of grantmaking.

• Opportunity for the Individual
• Partnership with the Community
• Effective Functioning of Community

Systems
• Leadership as the Mobilizer

Within each principle, grants are categorized
by missions, the statements of objectives that
direct Foundation grantmaking. Each mission
may contain one or several program areas
whose importance may ebb and flow annually.
As opportunity presents itself and as dollars
become available, some missions take on greater
significance.

Beyond program philosophy, the Foundation
also supports program policies which encourage
exploration in many other areas of funding.

The most up-to-date information about
current areas of Foundation interest are detailed
in each mission statement contained in the
grants listing beginning on page 41.

The Mott Foundation is a private non-
operating foundation supporting programs
across the United States and on a limited basis
internationally.

Current activities are focused in eight major
program areas:

• Arts and recreation in Flint
• Education (particularly community

education and historically black colleges)
« Employment and training
• Community concerns
• Social welfare including adolescent

pregnancy
• Economic development and neighborhood

revitalization
• The environment
• Community foundations

We are primarily interested in making grants
that support demonstration, action-oriented
programs. We are particularly interested in
unique approaches to solving community
problems — approaches that, if proven
successful, can be disseminated to or applied in
other communities. Wherever possible, grants
calling for seed money as opposed to general
support, are preferred.

Outside the City of Flint, we do not, as a
general rule, support capital development,
endowment, or pure research projects. However,
these types of grants may be considered when
they are necessary to carry out or advance other
program objectives.

The Foundation does not make grants or
loans directly to individuals. Projects are
generally funded for one year, but multi-year
budgets should be submitted where appropriate.
Examples of the types of grants we make and
programs we support can be found on pages 41
through 99 of this annual report.



Annual Message: Right In Our Own Backyard

We have a preoccupation in this country with
problems that are of global nature — problems
such as world peace, unchecked population
growth, nuclear disarmament, famine and
human rights. Even our concern over the
national debt is not limited to the effect it will
have solely on this nation, but is linked to
imbalance in world trade, currency fluctuation
and the general world economy.

Such preoccupation is fully justifiable. The
magnitude of these problems commands a major
focus from all responsible people. Solutions will
require collective ideas from a broad range of
international sources.

But sometimes we lose sight of the fact that
problems begin at home, that problems such as
crime, abandoned housing and even garbage
collection can be as oppressive as global
concerns for individuals and their families.
Perhaps even more so because such problems
confront individuals daily, unlike the seemingly
abstract peril of nuclear war.

At the same time, we forget that many of the
problems that begin at home can usually be
dealt with most effectively at home, in
cooperation with one's neighbors. It is at this
level that the groundswell begins and, if
properly channeled, can make a difference.

Charles Stewart Mott was keenly aware of
this and devoted much of his life toward
improving the relationship between the
individual and his immediate community. The
way he looked at it, individuals are partners
with their community. Improve the community,
and you improve the quality of life for
individuals living in it.

For this reason, the Mott Foundation has
traditionally concerned itself with how
individuals and their families relate to their
immediate environment. With this background,
the Foundation in 1976 began a program of
funding a broad range of neighborhood-based
organizations, which share this local community
orientation.

The program has evolved and grown more
sophisticated over the years — more than $8
million in Foundation funding has been
appropriated, leveraging untold millions more.
Likewise, the lessons learned have been many
and varied, but a few key principles have emerged:

First, neighborhoods are among society's
richest resources. They are the fertile ground
where people can join together to build
coalitions, create partnerships, and make their
voices heard. They also serve as mediating
structures between individuals and their
governments.

Second, while people are drawn together
because of common problems, they often lack
the leadership skills and knowledge to know
how to effect change. Neighborhood-based
groups, however elementary or sophisticated in
nature, can provide a vehicle for learning those
needed skills and developing that knowledge. It
is through neighborhood-based groups that
people can derive a sense of involvement,
satisfaction and self-sufficiency. It is through
neighborhood-based groups that people learn to
look beyond themselves to the needs of others.

Finally, many neighborhood-based groups,
particularly those serving low income areas,
exist on a veritable shoestring. Foundations and
other funding sources play a critical role in
providing the flexible dollars necessary to ensure
that the shoestring becomes a safety net and
that the process of empowering people evolves.

It is this program and these principles that we
have detailed in the special section of this
annual report. Over the years, the Mott
Foundation has supported a variety of programs
that invest in the potential of people. We have
made a tradition of sharing these programs in
past annual report special sections. For example:
'The Rebuilding of America" in 1983;
"Community Education: Partnerships for
Tomorrow" in 1982; "Teenage Pregnancy: A
Critical Family Issue" in 1981 and "The
Historically Black College: A Major National
Resource" in 1979.

Like this year's special section on
neighborhoods, these reports all share the
fundamental belief that our nation's greatest
resource is the determination, experience,
knowledge and unlimited potential of its
citizens.

Again, in preparing this year's special section,
this was brought home to us over and over. In
every example we looked at, we saw
neighborhood-based groups bringing people
together and creating a synergy leading to
positive action.



We learned, further, that the quality of life
for our citizens often comes down to
involvement. While certain elements are
common to each society and each
neighborhood, rich or poor, what varies is
whether and how people choose to become
involved. In each case, involvement is the
foundation upon which strong, cohesive
societies are built.

The Mott Foundation designed its
neighborhood program with citizen involvement
in mind. Our strategy is to make small grants to
emerging neighborhood-based groups, groups
often working on those critical problems that
are key to the quality of life.

While we're not alone in the field, we are
among the few funders working with emerging
neighborhood groups. Surely there is room for
more help from the field of philanthropy. Yet
there appears to be a reluctance on the part of
other foundations to join in.

Last year in "Foundation News" Bob Johnson,
former executive director of the Wieboldt
Foundation in Chicago and now a fellow at the
University of Chicago, examined this reluctance:

"We prefer problems stated like diseases and
projects stated like cures; good triumphing
over evil, preferably within three years of
declining grant payments. We want life to be
reflected as being orderly and rational in the
proposals we receive."

Johnson makes a good point. There is little
that is orderly and rational in the business of
empowering people. As he further points out,
"Life in poor communities is utterly jumbled and
complicated."

People often have need of a champion to help
them help themselves. It is risky, certainly. But
we doubt that there is anything that will make a
greater or more lasting impact on our society.

We are also concerned about the intention of
the federal government to reduce or take away
its few remaining supports for the neighborhood
movement and the 8,000 to 10,000
neighborhood-based organizations throughout
the country. Billions of dollars have already
been lost through federal budget reductions, and
billions more are anticipated over the next three
years. Thus far, the private sector has not
picked up the burden.

We applaud the idea of the private sector
stepping in and becoming a viable partner in
strengthening the neighborhood movement. The
deterioration of our neighborhoods is a national
problem — one that should be a concern of all
sectors of our society. It will take a partnership
of these sectors to address this critical issue.

Our experience has shown that
community-based groups provide an appropriate
means for dealing with this deterioration. They
are capable of accomplishing modern-day
miracles, creating housing where there was
none, improving schools, cleaning up
neighborhoods, and above all, creating a sense
of belonging.

We believe their work to be vital.

A word of appreciation is in order here to our
Trustees for their guidance and counsel during
1984. It was a significant year in that it marked
the first change in the makeup of the Board of
Trustees since 1980 due to the resignation of
William S. Ballenger, Jr., and the election of
Marjorie Powell Allen, president of the Powell
Family Foundation of Shawnee Mission, Kansas.
Mr. Ballenger's history with the Foundation is a
long-standing one and his insight will be missed.
Mrs. Allen, whose grant-making experience
complements our own, brings a new perspective
to the Board. We are pleased to have her join
us.

At the end of 1984, our assets were
$572,341,683, and we had made 356 grants
totaling $28,417,900, up considerably over 1983.
Further details of governance and investment
issues can be found on pages 102 in the
Administration and Finance section of this
report.

William S. White
President





Neighborhood Organizing:
Nurturing Strong,
Unified Voices

The cover of the March 1985 issue of New
England Monthly magazine trumpets Portland,
Maine, as one of the East Coast's "Winning
Cities."

The preface to the story inside bursts with
enthusiasm: "Imagine a city with a rich cultural
life, a spectacular physical setting, an enormous
wealth of beautiful old buildings, a host of fine
restaurants,, no traffic jams, little crime. Imagine
a city too good to be true."

The story chronicles "the rise of Portland,"
describing in-depth the recent influx of young
urban professionals and the burgeoning
development that has resulted.

It's the kind of story that elates city leaders.
It's also the kind of story that makes Jim Oliver,
director of the Portland West Neighborhood
Planning Council, shudder. Such stories make
Oliver worry that thousands more Yuppies will
flock to Portland, like pilgrims in search of
Mecca. What the slick stories don't mention,
according to Oliver, is that Portland's
renaissance has come at the expense of its
long-established neighborhoods.

Housing in this picturesque city of 62,000
people suddenly is at a premium. Homes are
doubling in price roughly every five years.
Houses that once provided reasonably priced
apartments are being purchased by speculators
who have hiked rents or evicted tenants, and by
young professionals who have converted them to
single family use. As a result, hundreds of
families who have lived in Portland for
generations are being displaced as the city
becomes more and more gentrified. It's an
alarming trend to people like Oliver, whose
Planning Council works in a neighborhood
where 76 percent of the residents are renters.
With a vacancy rate of less than 2 percent, the
city as a whole is seeing a growing population
of homeless.



Oliver, who has been involved in
neighborhood organizing and advocacy in
Portland for nearly 20 years, appreciates what
the infusion of young professionals means to
Portland — its image and its tax base. But he
insists that all of Portland's residents should
share equally in the city's renaissance.

Making the city of Portland a more equitable,
livable place for all its citizens has been the
fundamental goal of the Portland West
Neighborhood Planning Council since its
formation in 1967. The very existence of this
group has helped ensure that Portland
neighborhoods have accrued benefits from the
city's burgeoning economic growth rather than
be swallowed by it. Since its formation, the
Council has successfully instituted dozens of
programs aimed at addressing neighborhood as
well as citywide issues — including poor
housing, job training for troubled youths and
making a college education more accessible to
nontraditional students.

Through the years, the Council has made
what was once an adversarial relationship with
local officials into a fruitful partnership. Indeed,
the Council has become so well-known and
widely respected that today "the city wouldn't
think of doing anything in our neighborhoods
without informing us first and involving us on
committees," says Oliver.

Creating partnerships that allow citizens to
exercise their voice and exert influence on
policymakers is an essential part of the
neighborhood movement. After all, says Oliver,
"Society measures its progress not only in
physical terms — monuments and art museums
- but in how livable it is for all its people. A

city is only as good as its neighborhoods. They
make a city function. And a neighborhood is
only as good as the people who get involved to
make their city work."

The Mott Foundation has long held this
philosophy. We recognize that society, in
general, benefits from strong, effective
neighborhoods. We recognize too, that there is
an energy in neighborhoods that cities need to
tap. But to fully understand the potential, one
must first understand just what makes a
neighborhood.

Defining Neighborhood

In simplest terms, neighborhoods are areas
where people live. In our 1978 annual report.

we noted the resurgence of the American
neighborhood during the 1970s, and examined
the various elements that combine to create
neighborhoods. Key among them were:

SHELTER — similarity in types of housing,
architectural style and property ownership.

ECONOMICS — a common interest in
property values and ownership, jobs, welfare,
income, public services, local business
ownership and the circulation of money
within the neighborhood.

PEOPLE — similarity in ethnicity,
socioeconomic level, attitudes and values.

ATTITUDE — whether residents feel linked
to or alienated from each other.

ACTION — the extent to which residents
participate in neighborhood activities and
problem solving.

Using those elements to describe and define
neighborhoods is as valid today as in 1978.
Then as now, neighborhoods clearly hold the
potential to instill in residents a sense of pride
and identity. In addition to the feeling of
rootedness that can come from neighborhoods,
residents also can gain a sense of purpose and
power. The very size of most neighborhoods
makes them manageable units of living. And
through them, people can exercise more power
than if they acted individually.

Thus neighborhoods can serve as forums for
people to exchange ideas, identify concerns,
solidify positions and develop methods for
relating to the often overwhelming size of
government and other institutions.

But aside from those practical considerations
there is a more fundamental reason for society
to preserve its neighborhoods. Simply,
democracy doesn't work unless all people have a
voice. The New Federalism emanating from
Washington today reinforces the need and desire
for self-sufficiency and increased
decision-making at the local level. Helping
neighborhood residents acquire that strong voice
is where neighborhood-based organizations enter
the picture.

Neighborhood-based Organizations at Work

The National Neighborhood Coalition, (NNC)
an educational and informational clearinghouse
for neighborhoods nationally, estimates that
there are between 8,000 and 10,000



neighborhood-based organizations across the
country, These organizations run the gamut
from simple block clubs to sophisticated
economic development corporations.

Typically, a neighborhood-based organization
forms when a group of residents band together
to tackle a single, local issue. In that early
stage, residents generally lack the expertise and
financial resources to implement their own
solution to the problem. The Senior Action
Coalition of Lorain County, Ohio, for example,
formed in 1980 because of the unavailability of
health care for the elderly. Over time, the
Coalition blossomed into a cross-generational
organization working on a multitude of
community problems ranging from abandoned
housing and stray dogs to erratic garbage
collection. The driving force behind the
Coalition is still area seniors who currently are
attempting to negotiate lower prescription drug
prices for the elderly with several major
pharmaceutical companies.

That the Coalition, which has received
$46,000 in grants from the Mott Foundation
since 1982, gradually broadened its constituency
and scope is not uncommon. Given time, many
neighborhood-based groups begin tackling
multiple issues and economics often play a
major role at this stage, as was the case in
Dungannon, Virginia.

An inadequate supply of local jobs served as
the impetus for the creation of the Dungannon
Development Commission in the late 1970s. The
Commission, which received $6,000 in Mott
Foundation funding to hire its first staff person,
quickly identified housing as another, related
issue in this small Appalachian town. To address
the problems, the Commission secured funding
to start a local sewing factory that will provide
100 jobs and to build a 20-unit apartment
complex for low- and moderate-income
residents. The Commission expects construction
of the housing units to begin this summer and
the factory to open in the fall.

Like the Commission, many quite successful
neighborhood-based organizations operate at
this stage indefinitely. Some go yet another step
and tackle economic issues by operating their
own sophisticated loan programs or by creating
community development corporations. The latter
constitute a new type of urban enterprise
especially designed to raise and invest
substantial sums for such purposes as housing
rehabilitation and new small businesses. The Readying the land for housing in Dungannon



Portland Council, by generating the capital
needed to operate its own housing rehabilitation
loan program, is a good example of this level of
sophistication.

Neighborhood-based organizations formed
initially around advocacy issues are more likely
to venture into economic development as their
members acquire a sharper sense of their
underlying problems. Political theorist Harry C.
Boyte, in his book "The Backyard Revolution,"
sees the transition of neighborhood
organizations into community development
corporations as a natural outgrowth of "the
failure of normal market mechanisms to supply
communities with the capital they desperately
need." CDCs and other nonprofit community
groups, he believes, have become increasingly
important in renovating older housing stock,
checking neighborhood decline, and preventing
the displacement of poor, minority and ethnic
residents by upper-middle class whites.

That aptly describes why the Portland group
first entered the housing market. Several years
ago, the Council began to recognize that its
constituents were facing a housing crisis. Few of
them could afford to buy homes or even keep
up with escalating rents. To ensure that residents
would not be pushed out of their neighborhood,
the Council began piecing together the finances
needed to buy, rehabilitate and rent several
apartment houses in the neighborhood.

A Portland nttghborhood

By spring 1985, the council owned 10
buildings with a total of 22 housing units, and
was negotiating for several additional buildings.
The Council now controls enough property to
be considered a major developer in Portland.

The Council's small real estate "empire" got a
much-needed boost in 1984 when the Mott
Foundation made a $15,000 grant to the group.
And Oliver delights in explaining how the
Council used that grant to convince skeptical
bankers, city officials and state governmental
agencies to form a partnership that would
address the housing needs of the poor.

Whether a neighborhood-based organization
is as highly sophisticated as Portland or just
newly emerging, developing strong grassroots
leadership and empowering people to take
charge of their lives remain the cornerstones of
the neighborhood movement. Thus it is not
surprising that when organizers first begin
working in a neighborhood, the residents set
their own agenda. And sometimes, there simply
is no issue as important as the one closest to
home. As one long-time organizer recalls being
told: "We're worried about our kids being eaten
by rats. We don't worry about nuclear war."

But neighborhood involvement often helps
people acquire the skills and knowledge
necessary to look beyond their own lives. In his
book "Organizing," veteran organizer Si Kahn
explains that evolution. Through organizing,
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people "find dignity in place of mistreatment.
They find self-respect instead of lack of
confidence. They begin.. .to work with other
people, to influence, to speak up, to fight back."

The Foundation Role

Many national foundations and corporations
- the Ford Foundation and BankAmerica

Foundation, for example — concentrate their
support for the neighborhood movement on
CDCs and more sophisticated community
groups. In 26 parts of the country, moreover,
organizations that have attained that high level
can seek funds from the Local Initiatives
Support Corporation (LISC) for housing
renovation and construction or for business and
industrial development projects. LISC, a
national nonprofit lending and grant-making
institution, was formed in 1980 to draw
private-sector financial and technical resources
into the costly physical redevelopment of
deteriorated communities and neighborhoods.

In contrast, the Mott Foundation's program
concentrates mainly on funding
neighborhood-based organizations at their
infancy and supporting them through the early,
painful stages of maturation. Since 1976, the
foundation has made 128 grants totaling $8
million to support community organizations. For
1985, almost $1 million has been allocated to
this program.

The Foundation's strategy is to make small
grants, both directly and indirectly, to emerging
neighborhood-based groups, groups often
working on problems inherent to the quality of
life such as crime, abandoned housing,
neighborhood cleanup, revitalization and
transportation. With proper nurturing, it is our
hope that these emerging groups will become
self-sufficient and evolve into organizations that
give residents strong permanent voices in their
communities.

That the Foundation would feel a strong
commitment to the preservation and
strengthening of neighborhoods is in keeping
with its founder's philosophy that individuals
encouraged to better themselves will, in turn,
better their community. Encouraging and
supporting neighborhood self-improvement is a
simple and natural extension of that
fundamental philosophy.

As the Foundation's 1978 annual report stated:
'The Mott Foundation entered neighborhood

work through the schoolhouse door (via its
community education program) in the 1930s.
Now its neighborhood work has many facets."

Those facets began to emerge as early as the
mid-1960s when the Foundation helped launch a
community development program in the Flint
area designed to improve housing conditions for
low- and moderate-income families.

By the mid-1970s, the Foundation had
developed a national strategy for assisting
neighborhood groups through Project SNAP.
Under that program, community councils
received financial support from the Foundation
to create newsletters, expand health services,
organize neighborhood cleanups, establish food
cooperatives and set up youth unemployment
programs. In 1978, there were 267 participating
councils in 11 urban, suburban and rural sites
nationwide.

At the same time, the Foundation was also
funding other neighborhood-support projects
such as the Intersection program of COMPAS,
Inc., of St. Paul, Minnesota. The premise of the
successful Intersection program, now a national
model, is that the arts can be an avenue to
address neighborhood problems. Among other
accomplishments, the program has demonstrated
that the arts can help residents grow in
self-identity and feelings of ownership toward
their neighborhood.

Ever mindful of the needs and inherent
problems facing neighborhoods, the Foundation
has done much over the years to develop an
even more sophisticated program. For example,
in 1979, the Foundation further expanded its
nationwide commitment by developing a
network of seven Intermediary Support
Organizations (ISOs) to provide technical
assistance to neighborhood organizations and to
funnel seed grants to groups working on
significant local projects to enrich community
life. These goals were evident in the title given
the program: Strengthening Citizen Initiative at
the Local Level.

The Mott Foundation continues to use ISOs in
that capacity, and in 1984 made grants to ISOs
totaling $600,000. The grantees were: Center for
Community Change, National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs, Youth Project, National Council
of LaRaza, National Training and Information
Center and Mississippi Action for Community
Education.
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Collectively, the ISOs used $150,000 to
provide technical assistance to neighborhood
organizations. The remaining $450,000 was used
by the ISOs to provide small grants (ranging
from $450 to $7,500) to 98 organizations.

Since the inception of the program, the ISOs
have made grants to 453 organizations.
Accomplishments of the community-based
organizations receiving those grants include:
rehabilitation of more than 1,000 housing units,
development of close to 300 new units, creation
of mortgage loan pools amounting to nearly $10
million and the establishment of more than 400
crime watches.

While the Mott Foundation is not alone in
using intermediaries to help identify worthy,
emerging neighborhood organizations, the
Foundation is unusual in its willingness to
provide small, timely grants to those groups to
meet emergencies and leverage other funds,
according to Pablo Eisenberg, president of the
Center for Community Change.

The flexibility of the program also allows
neighborhood-based organizations, which often
operate with minimal staff on shoestring
budgets, to work on nitty-gritty projects. Even
small sums can help ensure the viability of an
emerging neighborhood group or strengthen an
existing one.

In addition to the $600,000 in grants made to
ISOs in 1984 for the neighborhood program, the

Foundation made six grants totaling $82,500
directly to neighborhood organizations. While
the grants may have been small (the maximum
being $15,000), those funds were often critical in
attracting other funding sources. In Portland,
Maine, for instance, Jim Oliver's group used a
$15,000 grant from the Foundation to leverage
$489,000 for its housing acquisition and
rehabilitation program from Maine State
Housing Authority, the city of Portland,
a local bank, Portland Housing Development
Corporation and the McAuley Institute.

Over the years, the Portland Council has
received more than $117,000 from the Mott
Foundation for various programs, and Oliver
readily acknowledges that these funds have been
instrumental in enabling his group to move into
new areas of activity. "Foundation money is the
only flexible money that allows you to do
creative things," he says. "Foundations are the
only ones willing to take that chance — to buy
into someone's dreams. They offer a unique way
that democracy can keep challenging itself."

A Challenge for Other Foundations

Nevertheless, relatively few foundations have
entered the neighborhood revitalization field to
any significant degree. A notable exception is in
the community foundation field, where, through
Mott support, community foundations in eight
areas across the country are taking a focused
approach to strengthening low-income

Helping people help themselves in Cincinnati Eueiyone ben ffill
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neighborhood groups in their communities. This
three-year pilot program represents a new
grantmaking initiative for these community
foundations, and promotes partnerships among
private philanthropy, government and
neighborhood groups.

Generally, however, while many foundations
make one or two small grants to neighborhoods,
few make major investments. Probably, fewer
than two dozen foundations fall into the latter
group.

One reason some foundations may be hesitant
to fund neighborhoods, particularly those not
involved in bricks and mortar projects, is that
the process of empowering people is often
painstakingly slow and without immediate or
obvious results. Yet, that process of helping
people realize their untapped potential is critical
- more critical, in fact, than whether they are

able to win one particular local battle.

Moreover, the need for greater foundation
involvement with urban neighborhoods has
taken on a new, more critical dimension in the
past year or two. With the federal government's
reassessment of its role in financing a broad
range of community programs, the very viability
of the American neighborhood is threatened.

Already the federal government has drastically
reduced its support to neighborhoods.
Reductions in federal housing subsidies,
withdrawal of direct federal grants to
community groups and the loss of subsidized
employment and training funds have left many
neighborhood groups floundering. In addition,
numerous other programs have been eliminated
or severely reduced in recent years including:
community anti-crime programs, the Economic
Development Administration, CETA, VISTA and
some housing programs operated through
Housing and Urban Development.

Pinpointing the exact number of dollars
neighborhoods have lost is difficult, according to
Eisenberg at the Center for Community Change,
which provides technical assistance to hundreds
of community-based groups across the country.
However, "we know the loss has been in the
billions to communities and it has not been
replaced by the private sector," he said.

The impact, says Bud Kanitz, NNC executive
director, has ranged from sizable to devastating,
"depending largely on the way the neighborhood
group raised its money prior to 1980. Some
groups relied primarily on federal contracts
and grants." Fighting blight
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Things could get worse. The Urban Institute
has estimated that proposed cutbacks totaling
$3.6 billion from the 1985-86 federal budget will
mean a loss of some $6.3 billion over the next
three years to those organizations working on
housing and economic development. Targeted to
be cut back or discontinued are: Urban
Development Action Grants, Community
Development Block Grants, the Economic
Development Administration, the Small Business

Administration, the Farmer's Home
Administration's Rural Programs, public
transportation subsidies and general revenue
sharing.

Clearly the federal government cannot
abandon the quality of life in neighborhoods
and expect a strong nation to survive. But just
as clearly, the burden of revitalizing and
stabilizing our nation's neighborhoods must
increasingly be shouldered by the private sector

Creating iunify pride



with foundations in their traditional leadership
role. By supporting community organizations,
the Mott Foundation embraces the belief that it
is critical for all people to have a voice in public
affairs and that this is a means to equality,
justice and equal opportunity.

Choosing to support the neighborhood
movement today surely will have impact far into
the future. After all, as Boyte concluded in "The
Backyard Revolution":

"How the citizen movement might evolve
through the 1980s and beyond depends on
developments in the society and world. But it
is clear. . .that the seventies opened a free
democratic space through which formerly
silent Americans have learned that they can
fight (and sometimes take over) city hall, that
the world is not simply dog-eat-dog, that
ordinary people can learn the public skills
necessary for exercising some control over
their lives and institutions and can rebuild
community in an often depersonalized society.
Through the free social spaces of the citizen
ferment, belief in the rights of popular
sovereignty has experienced a rebirth. It is an
old American conviction our people's civic
heritage, and it holds potential for shaping
the future."

Site Introduction

The following pages offer an in-depth look at
how four very different communities illustrate
the principles of the Foundation's neighborhood
program, as well as its general principles for
grantmaking. Those key principles are:

• Opportunity for individuals to become
involved and take responsibility for their
own lives;

• Partnerships those individuals can create
with their community through coalition
building;

• Cost benefits that come from learning the
process, setting objectives and ultimately
making the system work, and

• Leadership, which when tapped, can create
stability and security in the most troubled
and impoverished community.

The four sites that follow used Mott
Foundation funding to tackle a range of issues
critical to their own communities.

In Roberta, Georgia, impoverished blacks,
who have long felt powerless and
disenfranchised, are learning to exercise their

voice in the community. Offering them guidance
and support is Eskenosen, a technical assistance
provider. As a sign of Eskenosen's firm
commitment to the people and to the area, the
staff has put down roots in this rural Georgia
community.

For the community-based organization in
Cincinnati, Ohio, the target population is
residents of public housing. Working in
Neighborhoods (W.I.N.) has trained hundreds of
residents in basic tenants' rights and has helped
them seek improvements in their physical
environment. This energetic group is branching
out in other ways to make their community a
more stable place and help residents break a
cycle of dependency on government assistance
through a self-created janitorial co-op. W.l.N.'s
janitorial co-op is one small example of how
some community-based organizations have
begun addressing economic issues.

The South Bend Heritage Foundation in South
Bend, Indiana, is also involved in economic
issues, but its primary focus is working in
partnership with local government, residents and
the private sector on housing rehabilitation. The
Heritage Foundation, with a 10-year history of
working in the community, has evolved into a
multi-purpose organization that strives to
advocate for residents, halt neighborhood
decline and stimulate community redevelopment.

Promoting economic redevelopment while still
preserving a sense of community is at the heart
of the efforts of El Pajaro Community
Development Corporation in Watsonville,
California. Since the group was formed in 1979,
it has helped bring several small businesses to
the area and helped numerous existing busi-
nesses acquire loans for expansion, thus creating
or retaining more than 400 jobs critical to
the community.
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Roberta, Georgia:
Out of Sight But
Never Out of Mind

The land is tucked back from the road, out of
sight for most residents of the small city of
Butler, Georgia. But what goes on there isn't out
of mind — particularly for those living closest
to it.

Little wonder. Bugs and rats infested the land
and invaded their homes. Thick clouds of dust
and dirt hovered over the site and drifted
through their doors and windows. Until
recently, such an overpowering stench emanated
from the land that residents couldn't escape it -
even indoors.

For years the site has been a hotbed of
emotion. In the beginning, residents were merely
puzzled. They saw trees being cleared and a
road being cut. Curiosity turned to outrage
when they discovered the purpose of that road.
A sanitary landfill was being created, practically
in their backyard.

Mattie Davis has lived only a few hundred
feet from the landfill for the past six years.
Holding her hands a foot apart, Davis says in
an even voice, that is the size of some of the
rats she's spotted near her home.

Shortly after moving to her home on the
outskirts of Butler, about 45 miles southwest of
Macon, Davis started complaining about the
landfill to city and county officials. "1 been
yellin' for as long as I've lived here," she said.

It wasn't until she and several neighbors
formed the Progressive Council of Taylor
County in April, 1984, and let out a collective
yell that anyone in authority took notice.

Helping the Council get on its feet was
Eskenosen, an organization dedicated to helping
low-income groups in five middle Georgia
counties identify and solve their problems.

Formed in 1980 by Lou Becker, president of
Eskenosen, and others as a nonprofit rural
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Mattie Davis is learning la fight

learning and workshop center, Eskenosen
provides assistance and support to groups in six
communities. The groups have tackled a wide
range of issues, including: housing
rehabilitation, utility reform, unavailability of
day care, inadequate recreational facilities and
creation of a tutorial program for grade school
children.

That the issues are so diverse says a lot about
the underlying philosophy of Eskenosen. "Our
business is not to be puppeteers," said Becker.
"It's to be insightful and help people create the
changes they want to see. We don't care what
the issue is," he said, explaining that each
community decides that for itself. "Although
sometimes we would rather the issue was 'B'
instead of 'A' because 3' is winnable."

Winning, says Becker, would mean a lot to
the people he works with, people who "have no
history of success — no vision of success."
Losing only reinforces an already strong feeling
of powerlessness and hopelessness. Part of that
powerlessness is rooted in poverty. In the five
counties where Eskenosen works, anywhere from
16 to 32 percent of the population falls below
the poverty line.

Housing is an odd assortment of modest brick
ranches interspersed with small homes and
trailers in conditions ranging from adequate to
shabby. Some homes are so deteriorated that
even Becker, who has lived in Georgia for 20
years, says: "It's still startling to me that people

are actually living in some of these places. It
just blows me away."

Although some in the area find jobs in
factories in Macon or nearby Roberta, many do
farm work, which often is only seasonal. Crops
grown in the region include soybeans, corn,
peaches, pecans and cotton. Because the area
also is rich in timber, pulpwood cutting is
another source of jobs. Although the area is not
entirely black, many of the groups Eskenosen
assists — including Mattie Davis' group in
Taylor County — are.

Davis, unlike some of her neighbors, bought
her home after the landfill was already in
operation. She wasn't alone. Many families were
attracted to the area because it had access to city
water lines and because of its proximity to jobs
and stores in Butler. The area continued to grow
when federal funds were used to construct new
single-family and low-cost public housing.

Still, some of the residents who were in their
homes long before the landfill, insist they were
told nothing about the project before the first
trucks began hauling garbage onto the site.
Garbage isn't the only problem at the landfill.
Equally offensive was a sewage oxidation pond
inside, which gave off a sickening stench until
the City of Butler spent approximately $600,000
to correct the problem several months ago.

Blanche Dixon, a neighborhood resident, says
that odors from the pond were so overwhelming
that "it was impossible to think of getting a
breath of God-given fresh air."

Sitting outdoors was impossible. "It was like
sitting in the middle of the oxidation pond," she
said. "The odor would practically knock you
back inside." Staying indoors wasn't much
better. The odor, she said, "would come through
the walls of the house. It got to the point where
I couldn't digest food. I'd get a whiff of the
pond, and I couldn't eat. I'd have moved out if
I'd had someplace to go."

Exactly why the site was selected some eight
years ago still puzzles Dixon and her neighbors.
The area surrounding their neighborhood is
rural, offering plenty of open space that could
accommodate a landfill. "We haven't done
anything to make them dump this on us," said
Dixon. "It's like a punishment for something
we've done wrong."

Tim Murphy, the only other full-time worker
at Eskenosen, has a less emotional explanation.
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The current site is close enough to the city of
Butler to make dumping convenient. And, other
land may not have been as cheap. "It goes back
to powerlessness," said Murphy. "People didn't
get organized to stop it."

They are now. Early in 1984, Dixon, Davis
and some of their neighbors came to an
important decision: They wanted the landfill
moved. To accomplish that, they enlisted help
from Eskenosen.

Eskenosen began by helping residents develop
skills to research landfill regulations in Georgia.
In addition, residents launched a week-long
monitoring project to document problems.
Residents took photographs and notes on
activities at the landfill. In November, they took
their findings to state environmental officials
and asked for an inspection. The state agreed to
the inspection and ultimately ordered specific
actions to correct several problems.
A troubltsami problem

Though by spring of 1985, the landfill was
still in operation, residents were buoyed by their
successes and guardedly optimistic about the
outcome of an upcoming meeting with state
officials. The residents were well-prepared for
that meeting. In typical fashion, Eskenosen
would quietly retire into the background.
Indeed; no one from the organization planned
to attend the meeting. Residents, said Murphy,
had already determined "where to meet, who'll
attend, who'll talk, who'll take notes. It's
organized. There's no reason for us to be at the
meeting.. .They are empowered."

Empowerment is a word that comes up
repeatedly in conversations with Murphy and
Becker, undoubtedly because it so aptly
describes what Eskenosen is all about.

"People need the opportunity to become
empowered and self-sufficient," says Becker. And
empowerment occurs, says Eskenosen board
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A common cam?

member Jimmie Samuel, "when people change
and see themselves in a different light and
realize they have the right to do that."

Samuel, who with Becker conceptualized
Eskenosen in 1976, says the organization is
rooted in the belief that "People who've been
disenfranchised, violated, deliberately stepped
on, can alter their perception of themselves. If
they organize themselves, they can change the
world they live in for the better."

Eskenosen is not only dedicated to that
principle, it is committed to the area and the
people it serves. Indeed, the Greek word
Eskenosen has been translated as "putting down
one's tent." And that's exactly what Becker, his
wife Jennie West (who works part time for
Eskenosen) and Murphy have done. They live in
a rural section of Crawford County on eight
acres owned by Eskenosen. Their lifestyle is
simple. They heat with wood that they cut
themselves and grow much of their own food.

In 1985, Eskenosen will operate on a budget
of approximately $20,000, said Becker, adding,
"We've operated on less." Eskenosen relies
primarily on three sources of income: individual
contributions, foundation grants and income
from a slide presentation produced by the staff.

From 1982-83 until the end of 1984, the Mott
Foundation gave $9,000 in indirect grants to
Eskenosen through the Youth Project, one of the

Foundation's seven Intermediary Support
Organizations. Those funds were used for
operations, allowing the group to carry out its
work in the five rural counties it serves. In
1985, Eskenosen received its first direct support
from the Mott Foundation, a $15,000 grant for
general support.

One of Eskenosen's biggest expenses is
transportation — not at all surprising
considering it is a 100-mile round trip to visit
just three of the five counties where Eskenosen
provides assistance.

What drives Becker, who is in his fifties and
came to the south during the 1960s after being
born and reared in a northern urban area, is a
belief that "People in small groups know what
they need and ultimately they can, if given
certain kinds of assistance, make a difference.
Doing something for the poor isn't the answer
- it's getting people to do it themselves."

And although that can be a long, slow
process, Eskenosen plans to be there for the
duration, he said. "If we were going to move
our way (through the South) like Sherman's
army, the slowness would drive us nuts." But, he
says, "We're not going away. Next week we
won't be in Kentucky."

Indeed, next week — even next year —
Eskenosen may well be working in pretty much
the same five counties, most likely on new and
different issues. Consider, for example, the work
Eskenosen has done, and is doing, in Ideal,
Georgia, a small city of about 300 people in
rural Macon County. Downtown Ideal is no
more than an intersection where you'll find a
post office, police station, gas station, surplus
store, telephone office, a grocery/hardware store
and a Quonset hut that serves as city hall.
Although the city is not predominately black,
the county is. Ideal has a white mayor and a
five-member city council, three of whom are
black.

In 1981 a group of black residents formed the
Concerned Citizens League of Ideal to work on
problems such as health care, recreation and
jobs. By the time Eskenosen got involved with
the League in the spring of 1984, the group
already had made a few gains. They had, for
example, convinced the school board to deed an
abandoned school to the city of Ideal, which
would then lease it to the League for $1 a year
so it could be made into a community building.
And they had begun fixing up the grounds and
making some repairs on the building.
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But they also had hit a snag. The city
obtained a sizable Community Development
Block Grant to make additional repairs and
informed the League that the lease on the
building was terminated. The dispute, which
lasted for months, finally was resolved last fall
when the city agreed to allow the League use of
the building.

Still, during those months of uncertainty, the
League moved ahead on other projects. With
some guidance from Eskenosen, the League
developed a summer recreation program for
youngsters on the school grounds in 1984. Using
a lot of imagination, some donated equipment
and several volunteer supervisors, the League
created games for the children and turned a
barren, open space into a hub of activity.

Ann Floyd, a young black woman who has
spent most of her life in Ideal and is active in
the League, credits Eskenosen with helping the
group get the recreation program and other
plans off the ground.

"Lou's trying to help us set priorities. He's
helped us do a whole lot of things," she said.
And without that help, she added, "We'd be
running around with our heads cut off. A lot of
resources we thought we didn't have — we
have."

Using some of their resourcefulness, the
League has turned the school building into a
multi-purpose community building. Currently
operating inside are: a clothing bank, which
sells used garments for just a few cents; a
self-help health group that meets weekly; and a
tutorial program for grade school children.

Still, just getting inside the building has been
a nagging problem for the League. The key is in
the hands of the mayor. When residents want to
use the building, the mayor or another city
official must unlock the door. The arrangement
has caused considerable inconvenience and
aggravation, said Floyd. By way of example, she
said that although the tutorial is conducted
weekdays from 6 to 8 p.m., often the door isn't
unlocked for the group until 6:15 — sometimes
6:30.

Like the landfill in Butler, the lack of their
own key is to many in Ideal a symbol of
something out of sight but never out of mind.
Vera Wynn, chairperson of the League, explains
it bluntly. 'They don't give black people nothing
around here, honey. You know, racism," she said
with quiet rage in her voice.

Eslcenosen's Lou Becker

Nevertheless, the League persists. Eventually
the group would like to create a day care
program, Boy and Girl Scout troops and some
senior citizen activities at the center.

Winning the use of the building and
converting it into a community center was an
important achievement. After all, says Floyd,
"now we have something for the community.
Blacks don't have a place," she said, explaining
that last summer even the only black swimming
pool in town was closed. The center "gave the
children recreation over the summer." And "it
gives the people here in the community of Ideal
some sort of social and recreation facility —
something to come out and do."

Floyd jokes about the name of her hometown:
"Ideal isn't Utopia, either," but she's forthright
about her reasons for staying. "This is home for
me," she said, adding that she's watched many
of her friends leave the area. "Maybe one day
we'll come up with some kind of answer that
will bring everybody home.

"I've lived here all my days. I don't think
anything is going to push me out now."

And undoubtedly Eskenosen will be right
behind her, offering suggestions, strategies and a
lot of hope.
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Cincinnati, Ohio:
Breaking the Cycle
of Dependency

A cold, dreary day in February 1984 still
sticks in Martha Tucker's mind. She remembers
idly glancing out her kitchen window and seeing
her neighbors standing by helplessly as
employees of the housing complex threw their
belongings on the lawn.

Tucker had never met the family. She had
never been much concerned about her
neighborhood. Still, without even thinking, she
threw a caftan over her nightgown and dashed
out the door. 'To this day I haven't figured out
why I went out the door." But by taking that
one step, Tucker took a giant leap into
community involvement.

A registered nurse who had to give up her
career and go on medical disability in 1981,
Tucker had always worked such long hours at
the hospital, she was virtually oblivious to her
neighbors and the steady deterioration of the
complex which provides subsidized housing for
low- and moderate-income residents — most of
whom, like Tucker, are black.

"I didn't take a good look at this
neighborhood until 1981," she said.

Although she'd been active in the nurses'
union and the church choir, Tucker, 45, who
lives alone, says her involvements were "never
where it touched home so much." It was through
church activities that Tucker met Sister Barbara
Busch, director of Working In Neighborhoods
(W.I.N.) and staff member David
Scharfenberger,

Tucker was aware that W.I.N. had been
helping organize neighborhood groups in
Cincinnati since 1978. So when she saw her
neighbors being evicted, she did the only thing
she could do. She called W.I.N.'s office and said:
"Get up here. People are being put outside."

With a van full of tenants, Sister Busch,
Scharfenberger, and Tucker made the rounds of
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From lining room to meeting place

various local housing offices that morning and
got officials to halt all evictions. Later that same
day. Tucker's living room became a meeting
place for concerned tenants who, with some help
from W.I.N., hoped to force improvements at
the 352-unit complex.

Ridgewood — one of several subsidized
housing projects in Cincinnati — has a grim
history.

The city of Cincinnati, with a population
today of just under one million, is built on
seven hills. Ridgewood is perched on a hilltop
high above Cincinnati in what is said to be the
most densely populated square mile in the city.
If the original planners had intended to hide the
complex away, they were successful. Ridgewood
is set back so far it is invisible from the major
road that runs along the base of the hill.

Ridgewood, built in the early 1970s, was
designed to provide subsidized apartments for
low-income tenants and townhouses for renters
with moderate incomes. Though the units had
slipped gradually into disrepair, the complex
didn't attract much attention until May 1983
when a couple and their young child were found
dead in their apartment, victims of carbon
monoxide that had escaped from an unvented
natural gas water heater. A resulting full-scale
investigation turned up 72 building code
violations.

Several months later, the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development foreclosed on
the owners and hired a temporary management

firm. But the problems were far from over. The
management firm served more than one eviction
notice until that February 1984 incident when
HUD's attention was again focused on
Ridgewood because of W.I.N.'s efforts.

By mid-1984, the Ridgewood tenant's council
had gotten an infusion of new blood and flexed
its muscles on a number of important issues.
Tucker became president of the council and
tenants had taken city officials on an extensive
tour of the complex "so they could get a good
look at what we were saying."

By last August, HUD found new owners for
the complex. After it became clear that extensive
renovations would be necessary (estimates
ranged from $450,000 to more than $2 million),
the council successfully pushed for a
commitment that residents of the complex
would be hired and trained to do some of the
work. So far, about 35 residents have been hired
to paint and do minor repairs.

But Tucker's involvement didn't stop there.
She tackled youth problems, creating activities
that would allow youngsters to do something
worthwhile. A group of teenage boys was
organized into a neighborhood youth patrol to
deter crime, and a girls' drill team and Cub
Scout and Brownie troops were set up.

Tucker credits the staff of W.I.N. with helping
tenants more clearly focus on their problems
and develop solutions. "I couldn't do these
things myself," she said. And as she refers back
to that first phone call to W.I.N. on that bleak
February day, she says: "If I didn't know who to
call, I probably would have looked out that
window and felt totally ineffective. But I did
know Sister Barb."

Helping build strong community leaders like
Tucker is at the heart of all W.I.N.'s efforts. The
organization sprang out of a coalition of eight
grassroots citizens' groups that were seeking to
improve delivery of city services. It has evolved
into an umbrella organization for more than 10
grassroots groups working in the areas of
economic redevelopment and community
organizing. It does all this with a core staff of
only four employees.

Working with residents of public housing
complexes is one of W.I.N.'s major activities. In
fact, a separate arm of W.I.N. — Public
Housing Action Committee: Church and Tenants
(PHACT) — was established to work on public
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housing issues. Directed by Sister Judith
Martinez, PHACT is made up of public housing
tenants who strive to help other residents solve
problems and improve their living conditions.
Cincinnati is "touted as having some of the
most decent public housing in the country," said
Sister Martinez. Yet for years the 21,000
residents living in the city's public housing
projects didn't "speak as tenants or influence
policy."

PHACT set about teaching the residents basic
tenants' rights; instructing them on grievance
procedures; organizing them to speak out at
public hearings before city officials; and pushing
the mayor to appoint a resident of public
housing to the Cincinnati Metropolitan Housing
Authority Board. Until July 1982 when a tenant
was named to the board, none of its members
had lived in public housing.

Ridgeuioad's drill team

Winning that appointment was one of two
key victories for PHACT, says Sister Martinez.
The other was convincing the housing authority
board to hire an auditor in 1984 to investigate
the authority's management, staff, policies,
finances and maintenance practices. Shortly after
the auditor's report was presented to the board,
both the director and assistant director of the
housing authority resigned, even though no
wrongdoing was ever publicly acknowledged.

Sister Martinez admits that "there may not be
real significant improvement in the way some
housing projects look." But, she said, "there's a
feeling among the tenants that, 'I have a right to
speak. I'm a tenant. I pay rent. I have a voice.'"
People have begun to realize "they have power,
skills, leadership," she said. "People who never
thought they could chair a meeting have been
able to do it."



Jobs Janitorial Co-op

W.I.N. has provided education and training to
more than 25 local organizations interested in
working on issues ranging from utility rate
reform to better police and fire protection to
revitalization of neighborhood business districts.
Recently, W.I.N. also branched into housing
rehabilitation by purchasing, renovating and
reselling two homes.

Sister Busch, who has been W.I.N.'s director
since its formation, says the staff deliberately
works behind the scenes, encouraging
community leaders to take charge and speak up.
W.I.N.'s fundamental goal, she says, "is to
empower people to do for themselves."

W.I.N.'s annual budget is approximately
$80,000. PHACT, which has its own budget and
a paid director, operates on about $30,000
annually. Funding comes from a variety of
sources, including individual donations, which
amount to more than half of W.I.N.'s income. In
addition, W.I.N. receives funds from several
churches and religious orders, VISTA contracts
and grants from the Joyce and Mott
Foundations.

Since 1980, the Mott Foundation has
indirectly supported W.I.N. through one of its
seven Intermediary Support Organizations, the
National Training and Information Center
(NTIC). Through NTIC, the Mott Foundation
has granted $19,000 to W.I.N., including $7,000
this year to help fund a new entrepreneurial
venture, a janitorial co-op.

In past years, W.I.N. used the grants, ranging
from $3,500 to $7,000, to: pay staff salaries,
train public housing tenants in grievance
procedures, research the feasibility of various
business co-ops, and offer classes in how to run
a co-op.

The idea for W.I.N.'s Job$ Janitorial Co-op
grew out of a desire to help residents of public
housing break the cycle of dependency on
government assistance by providing jobs, says
Marilyn Evans, 40, manager of the co-op.

Evans, a single parent trying to raise six
children of her own plus two of her sister's, also
lives in public housing.- When W.I.N. began
looking into the possibility of a jobs co-op,
Evans, who had cleaned houses for years, felt
she was all cleaned out — of everything but
energy and ideas.

She got involved in researching and
identifying those skills common to public
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housing tenants and learned that housekeeping
not only ranked highest on the job skills survey
conducted, it also appeared to offer the most
jobs for the least start-up capital.

The co-op currently has seven employees who
work between 20 and 30 hours per week. To
join, each worker invests $400 primarily through
paycheck deductions. Wages depend on the
contract the co-op negotiates, but generally
range between S3.35 and $6 per hour, Evans
said.

So far the co-op has contracts to clean at 15
sites, the biggest of which is with the Cincinnati
Metropolitan Housing Authority making
apartments ready for new tenants.

The idea of joining a co-op instantly appealed
to Melvin Windom, 35, who was one of the
first members. Although he had worked plenty
of jobs over the years, he never seemed to get a
foothold in the work force.

While pushing a broom in the hallway of a
parochial school where the co-op has a contract,
Windom said, "It's always been my dream to
have a business of my own."

Windom's dreaming began in earnest after his
father died just two months after retiring. "He
done worked himself to death. And all he got
was a gold watch." Windom made a vow then
that his life would be different.

Despite the co-op's ownership feature, some
potential members were turned off by janitorial
work, considering it too menial, said Evans.
"Janitorial cleaning isn't prestigious," she said.
Many people "wanted something where you can
wear a three-piece suit and tie."

Still, the co-op has grown steadily during the
past year — in both members and contracts. By
the end of 1986, the co-op hopes to employ 20
people.

Providing jobs is a primary goal of the co-op,
but instilling hope and pride in the workers is
an equally important offshoot, says Evans.
"When you tell people they can be a
worker-owner, they look at you and say. Are
you crazy?'"

While Evans and the co-op work to restore
employees' self-esteem through self-ownership, a
few miles away Martha Tucker and the
Ridgewood tenants' council work to create a
new sense of pride among residents of the
housing complex.

Creating a sense of pride

"We people in these type areas have to make
a difference where we live. And you have to be
a part of that," Tucker said.

Indeed, Tucker is so much a part of that now,
she wouldn't dream of moving away from her
neighborhood. 'This is my corner, my own little
world. . .my everything," she said. "I will stay
here because this is where I make a difference."
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South Bend, Indiana:
Revitalizing Spirits
as Well as Structures

\\

Piles of wood chips litter the hardwood floor
in Jake Webster's large sculpting studio. Maple
and black walnut logs are strewn about, waiting
for Webster to chip and chisel his vision and
message upon them.

It is well past midnight, but Webster, who
works full time teaching the severely mentally
retarded, gladly robs himself of sleep for a few
precious hours in his studio.

"I have to do this," said Webster, a strikingly
tall and thin black man in his late thirties. "I
feel cheated if I don't do it. I'll sleep when I'm
65 or 70. And if I die, I'll have from then on to
rest."

Despite a degree in painting, Webster put
down his brushes and pens about eight years
ago and replaced them with mallets and chisels.
Unable to afford the luxury of a studio, Webster
did his carving on a large table in his backyard.
The arrangement was hardly conducive to
creativity.

Off and on, Webster looked into renting a
studio. But with rental fees hovering around
$400, a studio was out of the question. "I'd been
thinking about a studio for the last 20 years," he
said. "I was just never able to afford one."

That is until he heard about the Colfax
Cultural Center, a vacant school the South Bend
Heritage Foundation converted into a
multi-purpose arts and education center in
August 1983. That the Foundation would take
on the job of creating and managing a cultural
center isn't really surprising. Formed in 1974 by
a group of citizens concerned about the
deterioration of an aging section of South Bend
near downtown, the group today manages a
variety of programs aimed at halting physical,
economic and social decline in several inner city
neighborhoods.

At one time, South Bend was a thriving
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industrial town with Studebaker Corporation,
Oliver Chilled Plow and Bendix Corporation
providing thousands of jobs. Today, most of the
sprawling 20-block Studebaker complex sits idle,
and Allied Corporation (formerly Bendix)
remains the largest employer, but its workforce
has dwindled from roughly 20,000 to only about
4,500.

Small machine shops are a source of some
employment today. So are the four colleges
located in or near the city. In fact, the
University of Notre Dame is considered the
area's second largest employer.

The ethnic mix in South Bend, which has a
population of about 110,000, includes a sizable
number of Poles, Hungarians and Germans.
About 18 percent of the population is black.

Although many of the retail stores that once
made downtown South Bend bustle have long
since left, significant new office construction, as
well as a high-rise hotel on the St. Joseph River,
keep the downtown looking lively and
attractive.

Only a few blocks from downtown is the area
known as the Near West Side — the first
neighborhood in which the South Bend Heritage
Foundation became involved.

Perhaps because the Foundation has a 10-year
history, it has achieved a fairly high level of
sophistication among community organizations.
While developing community leaders and
addressing specific neighborhood problems
remain important goals of the organization, it
also has gone several steps beyond and is
playing a key role in financing commercial and
housing redevelopment.

By marshaling support from residents, local
government and the private sector, the
Foundation amassed the financial resources
needed to attack housing problems, for instance,
in several creative ways. It has established a
fund to purchase, rehabilitate and resell homes
to low-and-moderate-income buyers, and has set
up a revolving loan fund to provide short-term
funds for rehabilitating substandard buildings or
for moving architecturally or historically
significant homes threatened with demolition.

So far, the Foundation has provided financial
assistance to move 21 homes and has bought,
rehabilitated and sold 10 others. In addition, the
Foundation owns five houses that are currently
for sale.

Still, to the Foundation, revitalizing
neighborhood spirits is as important as
refurbishing structures. And the Colfax Cultural
Center neatly serves that purpose. Located in a
depressed neighborhood, the center offers
residents a cultural, educational and social
outlet previously unavailable.

"If we need a cultural center anywhere, we
need it here/' said Jake Webster. In affluent
sections of town, he said, art lovers and seekers
can "take off and go to Africa or Europe."

The building, a turn-of-the-century Victorian
structure, houses: several social services agencies
(including an NAACP chapter, the UAW
Dislocated Worker Program and the South Bend
Voter Registration Coalition), a dance company,
a theatrical group, an art gallery and studios for
nearly a dozen artists (including a woodworker,
puppeteer, two photographers and several
painters).

In addition to a 50-seat theater upstairs that
comes alive with numerous productions during
the year, the main floor of the building is used
for rotating art exhibits.

The Foundation hopes to raise enough funds
to buy the building it currently leases from a
local businessman. In the meantime, with all of
the available space rented to local residents like
Jake Webster, the Foundation is able to meet
expenses.

Tenant rents are based on the amount of
space occupied. Webster, for instance, pays $130
a month for 780 square feet in the basement of
the building. For him, the studio is both a
luxury and a necessity. "Right now, (sculpting)
is what helps me keep my focus on life," he
said.

Both the center's location, on a major bus
route, and the activities offered are designed to
attract all segments of the community. The
center, said Webster, "gets kids involved and
keeps them out of trouble. It gives them
something to do." Children frequently drop into
Webster's studio to watch him work. And more
than once, he said, he's heard one exclaim to
another: "Man, you should have seen this when
he started. It was just a log."

'To see something happening, I think is great
for kids/' Webster said. And for them, to make
something happen would be even better. That's
why he plans to invite a few children into his
studio and give them "an opportunity to chip a
piece of wood."
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In that way, Webster exemplifies a
fundamental goal of the South Bend Heritage
Foundation. While he wants to help children see
the possibilities that exist in a basic block of
wood, the Foundation tries to help people see
the possibilities that exist in their neighborhood.

To do that, the Foundation serves, essentially,
as a catalyst, said Dea Andrews, Foundation
administrative assistant. "We consider ourselves
support people, rather than leaders in the
neighborhood. . .We help people change their
lives. You can't change their lives, only they
can,"

Perhaps the best example of that catalytic
effect is in Monroe Park, an inner city
neighborhood that had steadily deteriorated
from 1960 to 1980. By 1981, the neighborhood
had seen: a dramatic loss in population from
1960 levels; a significant number of homes
converted from single- to multi-family dwellings;
a considerable increase in the number of black
and poor residents, and housing values that had
sunk so low that rehabilitation was seen as
"over-investment."

lake Webster at work

The city of South Bend's response was to
finally set in motion a long-debated urban
renewal plan that called for such widespread
demolition that half the residents were to be
displaced. As the city began buying property,
residents concerned about displacement sought
help from the South Bend Heritage Foundation,
which had worked on similar problems in
another neighborhood.

Glenda Rae Hernandez remembers that time
well. Hernandez, 43, a former teacher, moved
with her family to Monroe Park in 1966.
Among their reasons, "We wanted our kids to
live in an integrated neighborhood so they could
be exposed to all kinds of people, and learn to
live together," she said.

Hernandez and her husband felt a strong
commitment to their neighborhood right from
the start. When they bought their four-bedroom
home for $7,900, the neighborhood already was
considered changing. Yet the Hernandezes, who
were trained as missionaries and came to South
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Colfai Community Center

Bend from Chicago when they were unable to
get an overseas placement, considered the
neighborhood ideal.

She became active in neighborhood issues a
few years later when the debate over the city's
urban renewal plans first started. Even though
her own home was not threatened ultimately,
she got involved because, "What happens to
one, happens to all."

Initially the city's plans were to demolish her
entire neighborhood; later only certain
(constantly changing) parts were targeted.
Monroe Park residents were so confused and
frightened by the different proposals, according
to Hernandez, few were willing to make any
capital improvements to their homes. A
neighborhood organization of sorts was formed
then, but interest ebbed and flowed over time.
There were many reasons why, Hernandez
believes.

During the years of neighborhood decline,
"anyone with any kind of resources felt the best
thing to do was to leave the area to better
themselves," she said. "Those with the least
leadership and the most problems were left
behind."

Further, many Monroe Park residents were
not strangers to dislocation, having moved to

the area after being dislocated from yet another
neighborhood torn up by renewal. Many of
those residents had acquired the attitude that
"I'm going to be pushed around and all I can do
is sit and wait," Hernandez said.

Still, she recalls, "when the bulldozers were
imminent, we could pack city hall. People really
have to feel threatened to do things."

After the city finally settled on its plan in
1981, it set aside funds for housing
rehabilitation programs in Monroe Park, and it
contracted with the Foundation to help
implement those programs. With support from
the city, the Foundation opened an office in the
neighborhood and held weekly coffee sessions
with residents to identify their concerns and
steer them to various housing programs.

In addition, the Foundation devised a
"paint-up" program under which the city
provided free paint to Monroe Park residents
interested in sprucing up the outside of their
homes. In all, about 40 residences were painted
as part of the program. "If it hadn't been for the
Foundation, the program might have fallen on
its face," said Hernandez.

What's more, the project, along with the city's
willingness to make funds available for housing
and rehabilitation, sparked new confidence
among Monroe Park residents, she said. When
people in the neighborhood "saw others being
helped by the city, they went ahead and
invested their own money — people who would
have been hesitant to invest before," said
Hernandez.

Developing those kinds of partnerships is
something the Foundation has long recognized
as crucial to the success of a project. That's why
the organization strives to "encourage and
promote involvement of other groups," said Neil
L. Gilbert, who directs program development
for the Foundation.

And unlike some other community
organizations that have never managed to secure
federal or local funding the Foundation has, for
several years, received Community Development
Block Grant funds through the city for its
housing rehabilitation programs.

"We've always been a private agency, but
we've always been a partner with the city and
federal governments," said Steve J. Luecke,
construction director for the Foundation.
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Other sources of revenue include: interest
from the loans the Foundation has made,
income from rental properties it manages, fees
from serving as contractors on various housing
rehabilitation projects and proceeds from
fundraising.

From 1982 to 1984, the South Bend
Foundation also received a total of $15,000 in
indirect grants from the Mott Foundation. Those
grants, made by the National Center for Urban
Ethnic Affairs (NCUEA), one of the
Foundation's seven Intermediary Support
Organizations, were used to help promote
commercial revitalization and establish the
Colfax Center. NCUEA also has visited South
Bend on several occasions to lend expertise on
various redevelopment tools and strategies.

In early 1985, the South Bend Foundation
received its first direct support from Mott,
$15,000 for general support. During 1985, the
South Bend Heritage Foundation plans to
expand its acquisition, rehabilitation and resale
program, and launch a new home construction
project in Monroe Park.

Monroe Park

According to Luecke, the Foundation hopes to
build up to 10 three-bedroom homes to fill in
some of the 70 vacant lots scattered throughout
Monroe Park. Again, the project will involve a
partnership, this time between the Foundation
and the city, which is providing a construction
loan.

That plans are being drawn for a building
program in Monroe Park says a lot about the
way residents and the Foundation have evolved.
In place is an effective neighborhood
organization, the Monroe Park Neighborhood
Association, and articulate leaders like
Hernandez. "South Bend Heritage Foundation is
a resource only for them now," says Luecke.

And although the South Bend Foundation
staff could point to numerous accomplishments
involving bricks and mortar, Gilbert says what
he's most proud of is "the vision we have —
that it's a comprehensive vision of what life in
central city neighborhoods could be, should be."
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Watsonville, California:
Preserving a Community
Amid Unchecked Growth

Mike Corbin works a full and hectic schedule
al Corbin Pacific, Inc, the manufacturing
business he owns and operates in Watsonville,
California, a city of 28,000 people about 45
miles south of San Jose.

But listening to him sing the praises of
Watsonville as a place to do business, one
would swear he moonlights as PR man for the
local Chamber of Commerce. "Watsonville," he
says, "is probably the single best place to make
things in northern California."

Corbin is just as flattering when he talks
about El Pajaro Community Development
Corporation. Unequivocally, he says. Executive
Director Bill Shelton "was the one who got me
to move to Watsonville." What's more, he said,
"It was Bill's influence that finally helped me get
my SBA (Small Business Administration) loan."

Corbin, an inventor and maker of customized
motorcycle seats, decided to move his business
from the East Coast to California about 2Vz
years ago. He was scouting around for property
in the San Jose area when his real estate agent
told him about El Pajaro CDC. What developed
was a mutually satisfying relationship;
Watsonville landed a clean, light industry with
the potential for creating dozens of jobs, and
Corbin found a receptive community with a
talented labor pool.

Most jobs at Corbin Pacific are entry level,
with the hourly pay scale ranging from $5.25 to
$9. Although the firm currently employs 14
Watsonville residents, Corbin said he expects
that figure to double by the end of 1985.
Considering his track record, however, the
potential is even greater; at one time he
employed 150 at his East Coast factory.

Finding a highly dexterous labor market was a
real boon to the start up of Corbin's business.
Watsonville "has a whole bunch of fairly young
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people between 18 and 30 that have handcraft
ability and are looking for jobs," he said. 'They
take to (making) these seats like ducks to water."

And unlike some other parts of California
where the labor pool is transient, Corbin says
workers in Watsonville are highly stable.
"People have family attachments in Watsonville,
and they don't want to move away. I haven't
found a bad thing about Watsonville, to tell you
the truth."

But initially, Corbin had trouble getting his
start-up loan approved, in part because he was
trying to launch a new business in the middle of
a recession. Enter Shelton and El Pajaro CDC.
The CDC not only put together a loan package
for Corbin, Shelton intervened with the SBA
and helped obtain the loan. In addition, the
CDC designed a cost-accounting system for
Corbin and trained a local Chicano youth to be
Corbin's controller.

Such technical assistance is the norm for the
El Pajaro group. In fact, Shelton estimates that
during the past few years, El Pajaro CDC staff
has packaged and won approval on business
loans totaling $4 million for Corbin and dozens
of local businessmen like him. Further, Shelton
estimates the CDC's technical assistance has
created or retained more than 400 jobs.

Despite the impressive figures, in no way does
the CDC endorse wholesale growth and
development in Watsonville or in the
surrounding, fertile Pajaro Valley. Quite the
contrary. Monitoring, shaping

Mike Corbin af Carbin Pacific, Inc.

and guiding economic development are at the
heart of the group's work. That task has become
even more imperative and difficult in recent
years as the mushrooming high-tech electronics
industry threatens to invade the valley.

The valley, which straddles the border
between Santa Cruz and Monterey counties, is
known for its rich agricultural land. The
economy is firmly rooted in farming and food
processing. Today, between 30 and 40 percent of
the nation's frozen fruits and vegetables are
processed by the town's frozen food industry.

Still, the beauty and tranquility of the valley,
tucked between the soaring Santa Cruz
Mountains, belie the area's checkered past.

During the past 100 years, landowners
imported and exploited various minority groups,
including Chinese, Japanese, Filipinos and
Mexicans, to get cheap field labor. Prior to
World War II, informal segregation policies were
enforced. If the groups stepped out of line,
lynchings and beatings were the price paid.

Today about 56 percent of Watsonville's
population is made up of minorities, with
Hispanics the largest group at 49 percent.
Despite their large numbers, a Hispanic has
never won a seat on the City Council or served
as a city department head. Only recently was a
Hispanic appointed to the planning commission.

Housing is at a premium in Watsonville,
which occupies only 5.6 square miles. About
1,700 of the town's 8,700 housing units have
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more than one family living in them. The
vacancy rate is less than one-tenth of 1 percent.
On the surface, Watsonville appears to be a
clean, quiet town. But in Watsonville,
appearances can be deceptive.

In a pleasant little neighborhood near
downtown, where the homes are tiny but
attractively maintained with fresh paint and
fresh flowers, one can see a line of two, perhaps
three, small shacks in the backyards where farm
workers pay dearly for a bunk.

There are other startling examples of contrast
in Watsonville. Consider Main Street, the main
commercial drag through downtown. At one
end are thriving businesses with well-kept,
Spanish-influenced facades and merchants who
can be seen sweeping their doorways in the
early morning hours. Then, as if one crosses an
imaginary line, there is the "lower end" where
most of the merchants are Mexican and the
storefronts are shabby, or worse, empty.

Main Street has long been a focal point for
Watsonville's politicians, residents, community
leaders, business people and El Pajaro CDC. In
fact, it was a city-sponsored downtown
revitalization plan in the area that lead
merchants and residents facing displacement to
form El Pajaro CDC in 1979.

Since then, the city, under pressure from the
CDC and its constituency, has revised its plans
numerous times — shrinking and shifting the
target area. Current plans call for demolition of
a portion of "lower Main Street" in 1985. But
the CDC staff is working to create a new
development that will incorporate the existing
businesses and residents while greatly improving
the quality of their neighborhood.

During the years of debate on the
revitalization plan, the CDC went through its
own restructuring process. Originally, organizers
intended to develop a broad-based, multi-issue,
self-determining community organization that
would participate in the revitalization planning
process. At the same time, it would engage in
redevelopment projects.

But by 1981, it was becoming clear that the
two goals could not be accomplished by a single
organization. Thus, the community organizing
component was spun off to a separate entity
called the Sponsoring Committee. El Pajaro
CDC has continued to work closely with the

Downtown Watsonvilic

new group while forging ahead on economic
development activities.

Shelton maintains that simultaneously
pursuing the two goals makes the group unusual
among community organizations. Most
community-based organizations, he said, spend
years trying to organize people. Then, when
they are ready to tackle economic issues, they
have neither the resources nor the expertise to
launch projects.

"Ours is a two-pronged process," he said. "We
are trying to become competent in economic
development and build and empower a
constituency. When that constituency is ready to
take on development issues, they will have an
effective tool (the Community Development
Corporation)."

From the beginning, El Pajaro CDC's
economic development strategy has hinged on
creating jobs. After all, it was reasoned, if
residents had adequate incomes, they could
rehabilitate their own homes and help stimulate
the downtown commercial district. In turn,
thriving downtown businesses would be able to
expand and revitalize their operations.

Through the years, the CDC developed
considerable expertise in helping people — many
of whom are Hispanics — start business
ventures and expand existing businesses. In
exchange, the owners signed contracts
stipulating that they would hire low-income
people for entry level jobs.
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Finally in 1984, the CDC decided to capitalize
on its expertise by creating a for-profit
subsidiary, Small Business Development
Services. It offers bookkeeping, accounting, loan
packaging, market research and consulting
services to small area businesses as well as
income tax preparation services to anyone in the
community.

In 1985, Small Business Development Services
is projected to earn about $79,000. Over time, it
is hoped the new venture will provide a steadily
growing source of income for the CDC. In
addition to promoting small business
development, revitalization and economic
planning activities, the group has sponsored
such cultural programs as a Mexican folk dance
group, a Latin American music concert series
and the Pajaro Valley's first art center and
gallery.

Raising enough funds to meet expenses has
been a constant and thorny problem for El
Pajaro CDC. During its five-year existence, the
group has been forced to abandon several
projects midstream because funding dried up.

In 1985, the CDC will operate on a budget of
$229,028. A number of foundations support the
group, including the Hewlett Foundation, the
Irvine Foundation and the Mott Foundation
which has given the organization $15,000 in
direct support each of the past four years for
general purposes to carry out its myriad
activities.

The CDC also received a financial lift early in
1985 when the city of Watsonville awarded it a
$50,000 grant for general support — the first
time the city has ever provided funding.

The grant will be used to build up Small
Business Development Services. And anyone
who doubts the value of the services it provides
needs only to talk to Carlos Rico, owner of the
La Flor del Valle supermarket in downtown
Watsonville. Rico, one of the first clients,
received help reorganizing his bookkeeping
procedures, improving his marketing and
packaging a badly needed $50,000 loan to help
pull him out of debt.

For a number of years, Rico paid a certified
public accountant for financial advice. Now he
finds the staff at Small Business Development
Services far more cordial and helpful. "They're
easy to talk to, easy to work with," he said.
Although Rico, 44, has some training in
accounting, he insists that he has neither the
time nor the expertise to put together something
as complicated as a loan package. These days,
he has his hands full trying to keep his store out
of the red.

His business was started by his parents in
1953. Rico was just a boy when he started
working in the store, referred to good-naturedly
in town as the Mexican 7-11. Rico took the helm
after his father died and eventually built a
full-size supermarket specializing in Mexican
foods, including homemade tortillas, tamales
and baked goods.

But times have gotten tougher. And sales at
the store, which has an almost exclusively
Mexican clientele, have slipped. "Money is
tight," he said, while sitting in his cluttered
office. "Things have changed in the last five
years."

Picking up a stack of late notices from the
utility company, Rico says his list of creditors is
growing. "It can't go on this way, because no
one's going to wait (for payment) forever. I put
up a good front but, sure, I'm worried."
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Rico is so worried, in fact, that he already
has talked to the staff at Small Business
Development Services about selling out. The
thought is unbearably painful. Few things in this
life are more important to him than his store. "I
built this," he said with his voice cracking with
emotion. "It's been sweat and tears. It's my life."

All businesses, whether struggling like Rico's
or expanding like Mike Corbin's, are vitally
important to the future of Watsonville. After all,
the changing face of the local economy carries
with it the potential to radically alter
Watsonville's sense of community — something
Bill Shelton describes as "the most precious
thing we have here."

Preserving that important sense of community
while still providing room for growth is the
delicate balancing act facing Watsonville today.

And although El Pajaro Community
Development Corporation is trying to meet that
challenge head on, Shelton fears that others in
the community are simply looking away. All
around him, Shelton sees outside developers
making plans for industrial parks in the Pajaro
Valley, and local officials issuing building
permits at an alarming rate. And, other than the
CDC, no one seems concerned about the
long-range implications of unchecked growth.

Yet to Shelton. the danger is obvious and
ominous. "I'm afraid that decisions are being
made now. . .that will transform the face of the
valley. And before anybody realizes it, it'll be
too late."
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Grants

For detailed information on each grant,
see 1984 Facts on Grants, a supplement

to the Annual Report





Mission

Expressing
Individuality

We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
differing ways for the individual to express his
own individuality through values clarification,

self-renewal, and the exercise of personal
freedom and responsibility.

Arts
The process of creative expression and its

importance to self-renewal has long been an area
of interest for the Foundation. While our major

focus remains on Flint community arts, we have
funded some state and national projects to

strengthen the arts in education, to advocate for
community arts, and to demonstrate creative

ways artists can help resolve neighborhood
issues. For the next few years, most funding will

be directed towards Flint projects.
Recreation and Leisure

Historically the Foundation has taken a
continuous and active interest in recreation.

Although we have concentrated on Flint
programs, we have indirectly supported the

recreation Held nationally through community
education. For the near term, our major focus

will be continued support for Flint projects.
Values Clarification

We believe that there is excellent potential for
some interesting grantmaking in this program

area, particularly as it relates to critical
questions raised by new information and
scientific technology. Our goal is to help

individuals clarify their values in dealing with a
wide range of issues. While we are in the

process of establishing our priorities, no funding
will be available.

1984 grant activity in this mission totaled $1,219,472.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $20.3 million.
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Grantee/ Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 19&4

ARTS

DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA - Detroit, Michigan
To increase the symphony's services to areas outside
the City of Detroit through a mini-residency program of
concerts and master classes.

S 100,000 $ 100,000

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY -- Ypsilanti
Partial support for the renovation of Quirk Theater $ 75,000
at the university. Additional funding committed thus far
consists of a 5150.000 challenge grant, a $250,000 grant from
the Kresge Foundation and $50,000 from the university's
own funds.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Hint, Michigan
To offer opportunities for preschool children, youth 73,463
and adults in Flint to participate in the creative arts for
personal enrichment or to develop marketable skills.
Included are music enrichment, arts and crafts, and speech
and drama.

FLINT COMMUNITY CULTURAL FESTIVALS, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To support the planning and development of the 70,000
Basically Bach Festival '85, a community-wide celebration to
be held in Flint in the spring and early summer of 1985 in
honor of the 300th birthday of Johann Sebastian Bach.

25.000 5 50,000

73.463

30,000 40,000

RINT INSTITUTE OF ARTS - Flint, Michigan
Partial support for the art-education programs of
the Flint Institute of Arts, including lectures, concerts, studio
classes, gallery tours and use of films, written and
audiovisual materials.

FLINT INSTITUTE OF MUSIC - Hint, Michigan
To provide quality educational experiences in music
and dance for Genesee County youth and adults.

34,000 17.000 : 000

0,000 10,000 10,000

FOUNDATION FOR THE EXTENSION AND DEVEljOPMENT OF AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL
THEATRE - New York, New York
To support a program of technical assistance in 30,000 30,000
audience development, fundraising. marketing and board
development for Flint's McCree and Star Theatres.

FRIENDS OF THE SUDAN MUSEUM - Flint, Michigan
To provide central coordination and promotion for
summer activities offered by Flint's Cultural Center
institutions.

GREATER FLINT ARTS COUNCIL - Flint, Michigan
Partial support for Artsource, an organization that
develops and coordinates services for local artists.

MICHIGAN FOUNDATION FOR THE ARTS - Detroit
A f i f t h year of general support for an organization
serving as a vehicle for private-sector funding which
encourages the work of Michigan artists through
scholarships, commissions, contests and awards.

15,000

10,000

. B .*• 1C
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18,800

10,000

10,000

15.000
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Grantee / Program
Unpaid Grants Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF LOCAL ARTS AGENCIES - Washington, D.C.
To help support an organization representing 325 15,000
local arts agencies and providing information, research and
[raining to groups working to create a climate in which the
arts can thrive.

15,000

NATURE CONSERVANCY — Arlington, Virginia
To clean up and maintain vacant properties in the
vicinity of the Flint College and Cultural Center.

STAR THEATRE OF FLINT, INC. — Flint, Michigan
To provide partial support for the general operations
of Star Theatre of Flint, a summer theater now in its 13th
season.

URBAN LEAGUE OF FLINT — Hint, Michigan
Continued operating support for the McCree Theatre
and Performing Arts Center, a forum for Afro-American
culture in the Flint area.

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY — Detroit, Michigan
For partial support of Scholastic Writing Awards
program being resumed in Southeastern Michigan high
schools.

67,500

15,000

16,500

71 000

130,000

16.500

75.000

132,500

10,000

65,000

5,000

TOTALS: Arts 182,500 S 662,763 $ 549,800 5 295,463

RECREATION AND LEISURE

FEAT FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
To continue a program to recruit and assist volunteers
to support, maintain and improve Flint's municipal parks
and city-owned lands.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION — Flint, Michigan
For a variety of camping experiences for students in
grades 4 through 12 to help develop positive self-concepts,
interpersonal relationships, group-cooperation skills, good
race relations and environmental awareness.

To provide safe, supervised learning and recreational
activities for children 3 to 6 years of age through summer
tot lots and winter story hours.

Continued support for the operation of a working,
200-acre farm in the Genesee Recreation Area, adjacent to
the Historical Crossroads Village. The farm provides
recreational and educational opportunities for students and
other visitors.

To provide recreational and competitive opportunities
for preschool children, school-age youngsters and adults in
swimming, recreation classes, recreational sports, the Flint
Olympian and CANUSA Games and the Greater Flint
Winter Games.

S 33,000 $ 33,000

58,526 50,165 108,691

38,006 38,006

21,183 21,183

190,964 143.224 334,188
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid Grants Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions! Payments Dec. 31, 1984

FLINT DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
Second-year funding for high-priority repair, maintenance
and upgrading work in Riverbank Park and addition of five
employees to summer maintenance staff.

Flint, Michigan
50,000

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY — Flint, Michigan
Partial support for the production and promotion of 155,000 165,000
a variety of high-quality events in Riverbank Park and its
environs.

To provide partial funding for a community celebration 25,000
honoring the grand opening of AuloWorld on July 4, 1984.

MICHIGAN SPECIAL OLYMPICS - Mt. Pleasant
Partial funding for Flint's annual Bobby Crim Road
Race, which generates funds for the Michigan Special
Olympics, a sports and recreation program for the mentally
impaired.

4,000

50,000

155,000 $ 165.000

25.000

4,000

TOTALS: Recreation and Leisure S 404,490 $ 529,578 5 769,068 $ 165,000

VALUES CLARIFICATION

RINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
For enrichment classes in the humanities and language
arts for youth and adults, emphasizing English-as-a-Second
Language (ESL) classes, offered in cooperation with the Flint
International Institute, and Preschool Reading Readiness
programs for 4-year-old children.

To provide group experiences through the Stepping Stones
program for about 700 girls, 9 to 13, in Flint's 44 elementary
and middle schools. The students are helped to improve
their self-concepts, develop leadership abilities, explore career
possibilities, learn basic skills in sewing and meal
preparation, and good grooming and etiquette. Home-school
counselors provide leadership.

$ 13,714 $ 13.714

13,417 13,417

TOTALS: Values Clarification $ _ 27,131 $ 27,131 5 —

TOTALS: Expressing Individuality S 586,990 S 1,219,472 S 1,345,999 S 460,463
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Mission

Expanding
Personal Horizons

We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
different ways of increasing a person's life-long
opportunities to expand his personal horizons

and thus responsibly participate in and
contribute to society.

Black Colleges
The goal of our minority higher education

program is to improve educational opportunities
for those who have been denied access because

of race or economic condition. Since 1978 we
have concentrated on support for the nation's

historically black colleges and universities. For
the past two years, our major focus has been on
institutional development, especially endowment

building. We anticipate our black college
program to remain a high priority for at least

the next four years.
Employment and Training

The goal of this program area is to promote
equity and access of all youth to work or other
productive activity leading to employment, and

to provide and strengthen opportunities for
citizens to improve their quality of life through

self-motivated educational experiences. Our
major focus has been to seek solutions to the

high unemployment among the severely
disadvantaged, especially minority youth. Youth

employment remains a high priority
for the Foundation.

Handicapped
Expanding life options for handicapped adults

by improving their access to the mainstream of
community life is the goal of this program area.

Grants have been focused on strengthening
independent living programs. Funding in this

area is limited.

1984 grant activity in this mission totaled $3,346,741.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $31 million.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program D*c. Jl, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

BLACK COLLEGES

ALCORN STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC. — Lorman, Mississippi
To help (he university meet requirements for S 100,000 S 100,000
participation in the college endowment funding program to
create an endowment of about $2 million in 25 years.

COLLEGE OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS — St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands
For planning toward establishing an educational 5,000 5,000
foundation for the college and for establishing a
development council among members of the college's Board
of Overseers who live in the New York City and Washington
D.C. areas.

EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE - Jacksonville, Florida
To assist the college in the planning and development 21,370 21,370
ot a computerized management-information system.

FAYETTEVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC. — Fayetteville, North Carolina
To match 5250,000 raised by the university and 100,000 100,000
$400.000 in loan funds provided by insurance companies.
Investment of the funds will yield income and enable the
university to create an endowment of about $2 million in 25
years.

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION, INC. — Grambling, Louisiana
To meet fund-raising requirements for the university's 100,000 100,000
participation in a program through which it will create an
endowment of about 52 million in 25 years.

JOHNSON FOUNDATION - Racine, Wisconsin
To assist the Johnson Foundation in bringing together $ 15,000 15,000
30 to 40 black college presidents along with a group of
foundation executives to explore areas of mutual interest and
to promote a better understanding of the black institutions
and the foundations.

ROBERT R. MOTON MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, INC. — New York, New York and Gloucester,
Virginia
To continue administration of a Foundation program to 170,884 113,884 $ 57,000
help up to 10 public black colleges and universities to
develop endowments of about $2 million each.

To continue support for a consortium formed by Moton 139,141 142,069 210,175 71,035
Institute and 12 predominantly and historically black
colleges and universities to recruit students from five
northern cities: New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Detroit
and Cleveland.

ROBERT R. MOTON MEMORIAL INSTITUTE, INC. — Washington, D.C.
For series of development workshops for historically 99,991 99,991
and predominantly black colleges and universities and two
dissemination workshops on Foundation-supported programs
for these institutions.

Toward increasing the institute's endowment from 50,000 50,000
$800,000 to Si million.
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G ran tee/ Program
Unpaid Grants Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

RUST COLLEGE — Holly Springs, Mississippi

To enable the college to participate in the college
endowment funding program to create an endowment of
about 52 million in 25 years.

SOUTHERN EDUCATION FOUNDATION — Atlanta, Georgia
To support the Southern Education Foundation's (SEF)
consortium of black colleges and universities interested in
establishing public affairs programs. SEF is assisted by Clark
College's Southern Center for Studies in Public Policy.

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND-EASTERN SHORE — Princess Anne
To continue assistance to the University of Maryland-
Eastern Shore for expansion of its business curriculum.

100,000

5,000

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - Ann Arbor
For research to compare experiences of black
students on historically black and predominantly white
campuses.

VOORHEES COLLEGE — Denmark, South Carolina
Help to reduce an operating deficit.

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY — Kalamazoo
To assess the accomplishments of the Foundation's
program for historically black colleges, establish an ongoing
internal and external evaluation system, and strengthen the
evaluation capabilities of the participating colleges and
universities.

WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY - Wilberforce, Ohio
Continued aid to the university in developing a
comprehensive commLinicalions and information-
dissemination program to improve its image and help
establish a firm financial base.

37,500

33,030

75,000

20,000

238,294

111,602

100,000

5,000

33,030

37,500

20,000

162,312

75,000

75,982

55,80] K 903

TOTALS: Black Colleges S 362,525 $ 1,201,356 $ 1,229,063 $ 334,818

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

70001 LTD. — Washington, DC.
To continue promoting and strengthening corporate
involvement in youth employment and training.

$ 30,000 $ 30.000 30.000 $ 30,000

BEECHER COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT - Flint, Michigan
To provide work experience for 80-100 youth ages 72.392 72.392
16 to 21 in the Beecher and Ml. Morris school districts for
the summer of 1984.

BERR1EN-CASS-VAN BUREN PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL — Benton Harbor, Michigan
To prepare 50 disadvantaged students in Benton Harbor 25,000 25,000
High School for employment and place them in private-
sector jobs.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 19B3 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY — Waltham, Massachusetts
To make employment and training programs for meeting 37,500 75,000 75,000 37,500
[he needs of disadvantaged youth more effective through
technical assistance to improve federally funded
programming and dissemination of research.

CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Partial support for a three-year, in-depth evaluation 30,000 30,000
of the California Conservation Corps (CCC), reputed to be
one of the best targe-scale employment programs for out-of-
school youth.

To continue support for the corporation's program 80,000 50.000 80,000 50,000
to assess, develop and strengthen the role of states in
reducing youth unemployment.

To carry out an objective evaluation of the Mott- 34,662 34,662
supported summer work experience program operated by the
Flint Community Schools.

DELAWARE VALLEY REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION. INC. -
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To demonstrate and promote replication of an innovative 41.930 41,930
approach to assisting displaced workers in manufacturing
and service industries, and others facing displacement, in
making an effective switch to productive employment.

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT INSTITUTE - New York, New York
To disseminate information and advance the debate 35.000 17,500 17,500
on institutional reforms and public policy for reducing
chronic youth unemployment through three regional
conferences.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
Partial support for the Pre-Vbcational Center, which 75,000 75.000
assists "hard to employ" 17- to 25-year old clients in
developing employment skills.

To provide meaningful summer jobs for Flint youth, 16 441,889 441,889
to 21. including the handicapped, who might not find work
because of the city's poor economic situation.

For vocational education programs in two areas: 117,576 88.862 206,438
business education and community-service occupations.

FLINT PUBLIC TRUST — Flint, Michigan
Seed support toward a goal of $35.000 for establishing 10,000 10,000
a Marie Manley Scholarship Fund, which will award annual
scholarships to deserving female applicants.

FOCUS: HOPE — Detroit, Michigan
To continue revitalization of an 11.6-acre induslrial 75,000 100,000 125,000 50,000
site in Detroit as an industrial mall of privately owned firms
anchored with a project to train minority persons as
apprentice machinists and screw-machine operators.

HUMAN ENVIRONMENT CENTER - Washington, DC.
Third-year support for the center's program to 30,000 15,000 15,000
provide information on a nation-wide basis on youth
conservation corps.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee /Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

INDUSTRY EDUCATION COUNCIL OF CALIFORNIA - Burlingame
Ongoing partial support of "Learning to Earn." a 65,000 55,000 65,000 55,000
collaborative effort by San Jose High School, the private
sector and community interests to increase the employabiliry
of high school youth and reduce the number of drooouts
and absenteeism.

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR INTEGRATIVE STUDIES - New York, New York
To demonstrate, evaluate and disseminate the results 50,000 25,000 25,000
of a model program using computer-assisted instruction for
at-risk, unemployed youth.

JOBS FOR AMERICA'S GRADUATES, INC - Washington, DC.
To support and evaluate programs modeled after lobs for 50,000 100,000 100,000 50,000
Delaware Graduates, started in 1979-80 and replicated to
date in seven other states to train high school students for
private-sector employment and place them in jobs.

JOBS FOR YOUTH-BOSTON, INC. - Boston, Massachusetts
To advance the development and dissemination of 50,000 25,000 25,000
information on assisting severely disadvantaged urban
youth, 15 to 21, in making a transition to a productive life.

MDC, INC. - Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To place the issue of equity for at-risk youth on the 40,000 40,000
national education agenda, thereby drawing attention to this
issue at state and local levels.

To monitor and assess the implementation of the 25,000 50,000 75,000
Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA).

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION — New York, New York
To document, evaluate and disseminate the experiences 125,000 125,000
of four exemplary programs to educate, train and access
drop-out youth into employment.

METROPOLITAN DETROIT YOUTH FOUNDATION, INC. — Detroit, Michigan
For continuing support of the Twelve Together 50,000 25,000 25,000
Program designed to reduce high school drop-out rates in
Detroit public schools and, consequently, youth
unemployment.

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Hint, Michigan
To strengthen Mott Community College's job-training 40,940 59,079 70,480 29,539
and placement capacity in jobs with expected growth
potential.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCILS — Washington, DC.
To strengthen leadership and networking among 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000
Private Industry Councils in the employment and training of
disadvantaged youth.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE - New York, New York
Continuing support for a project to increase the 60,000 30,000 30,000
use and effectiveness of cooperative education programs For
preparing diudvant.igrd high school itudrnt* for
employment in the private sector.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION — Boston, Massachusetts
To develop, demonstrate and disseminate a state 49,450 24,725 24,725
model for strengthening and expanding post-secondary
cooperative education.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON EMPLOYMENT POLICY — Washington, D.C.
To continue support of the National Council on 25,000 25,000
Employment Policy, which provides a forum for policy
research, debate and dissemination of employment and
training policies.

REMEDIATION AND TRAINING INSTITUTE — Alexandria, Virginia
For support of a training conference and follow-up 15,000 15,000
activities to improve the basic competencies and
employabilily skills ot jobless youth in the United States and
Great Britain.

SMITH COLLEGE — North Hampton, Massachusetts
Sixth-year funding tor a pilot project, carried on as an 73,100 73,100
adjunct to the Ada Comstock Scholars Program, that
permits mothers on welfare to complete studies toward a
bachelor's degree.

WORK IN AMERICA INSTITUTE, INC. - Scarsdale, New York
Two grants for partial funding of a national policy 50,000 50.000
study on employment security. This covers a number of
voluntary approaches now being tried or planned in this
country, Europe, Canada and Japan to protect persons now
employed and to get others back to work.

TOTALS: Employment and Training S 711,016 S 1,861,364 £ 2,078,116 S 494.264

HANDICAPPED

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT LIVING CENTERS IN NEW YORK, INC. — Rochester
General support for an organization which has as S 10.000 S 15.000 $ 10,000 $ 15.000
its main purpose the promotion and enhancement of
independent-living opportunities for disabled adults in New
York State,

CALIFORNIA FOUNDATION FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING CENTERS - Sacramento
General support for the first foundation of its kind 10,000 15.000 10,000 15.000
in the country. The foundation, established in 1982, provides
public-awareness, technical-assistance and fund-raising help
for the state's more than two dozen centers working to
strengthen independent-living opportunities for disabled
adults.

INSTITUTE FOR REHABILITATION AND RESEARCH — Houston, Texas
Continued support for development of the National 14,975 14.975
Support Center for Independent Living.

MDC, INC. - Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To assess the involvement of handicapped youth and 17,500 17,500
adults in employment and training programs under the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA).
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

MICHIGAN COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAMS, INC. — Ann Arbor, Michigan
To support the intensive training of up to 32 15,000 15.000
handicapped people from seven Michigan communities who
will assume leadership positions on various community
boards and commissions.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT LIVING PROGRAMS - St. Louis, Missouri
To provide a second year of seed support for the 35,000
establishment of a national network of independent living
programs that will assist and strengthen such programs
through information sharing, technical assistance and
training.

e,ooo

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY - Syracuse, New York
To strengthen the awareness and capability of
independent-living centers for the disabled to address the
needs of people who are mentally retarded.

32,971

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY ASSOCIATION OF MICHIGAN, INC, - Flint
To enable UCP to expand a revolving loan fund For 15,000
assistance to organizations serving the handicapped and to
disabled adults attempting to become self-sufficient.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SAN FRANCISCO
To support a two-day conference in Washington D.C. 37,379
o) a select group of leaders in the fields of aging and
disabilities who will attempt to determine common problems
and build alliances.

VERMONT CENTER FOR INDEPENDENT LIVING — Montpelier
To enhance independent-living opportunities for disabled 10,000 15,000
adults in Vermont by strengthening and expanding the
existing limited state coalition of community groups for the
disabled.

WORLD INSTITUTE ON DISABILITY - Berkeley, California
For a two-year study of the national status of 25,520 30,000
attendant-care services for disabled persons.

16.486

15,000

;: 185

37,379

LO.OOO 15,000

25,520 jo^ooo

TOTALS: Handicapped $ 85,495 S 212,850 119,481 178.864

OTHER

2,000
ECONOMIC EDUCATION FOR CLERGY, INC. — Bethesda. Maryland

To continue general support of a series of 36 con- $ 2,000
ference programs and accredited seminary-level courses
which attempt to present a factual, comprehensive and
balanced presentation of the American economic system to
members of the clergy of all faiths.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION — Flint, Michigan
To support a program of consumer and home
economics education.

59,799 $ 44,171 103,970
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT OF GREATER GENESEE VALLEY, INC. - Flint, Michigan
General support of an educational program for high 2,000 2,000
school students who operate functional business enterprises,
enabling them to leam the values of the free-enterprise
system,

MICHIGAN QUALITY OF WORK LIFE COUNCIL - Troy
Continuing general support for the council's efforts 60,000 60,000
to expand the philosophy and practices of QWL programs in
the public and private sectors throughout the state and the
region.

UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA-LOS ANGELES
To monitor the progress of Kinder-Economy, 7,500 7,500
Mini-Society and Max-Economy economic-education
programs developed by the university and used in many
schools and to disseminate ihe results to professional
organizations.

WORK IN AMERICA INSTITUTE, INC.—Scarsdale, New York
To support the preparation and publication of a 17,500 17,500
book reflecting new trends in labor-management cooperation
in the United States.

TOTALS: Other s 121,799 S 7i,m S 192,970 $ -

TOTALS: Expanding Personal Horizons S 1,280,635 S 3,346,741 $ 3.619,630 S 1,007,946

TOTALS: Opportunity for the Individual S 1,867,825 S 4,566,213 S 4,965,629 S 1,468,409
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Mission

Citizenship

We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
different ways of participating as a citizen.

Citizenship
This mission emphasizes the critical partnership
between individuals and their communities and
encourages the full and vigorous exercise of
citizenship in all of its aspects. Grants are
focused specifically on ways citizens can
overcome obstacles to asserting their rights and
assuming their responsibilities. This mission is
under review and no grant actions are predicted
for 1985.
1984 grant activity in this mission totaled 595,000.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $2 million.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

CITIZEN ROLES AND EDUCATION

DOMESTIC POLICY ASSOCIATION — Dayton, Ohio
To bridge the gap between ordinary citizens and $ 15,000 $ 15,000
national policymakers by holding a video-teleconference at
the L. B. Johnson Presidential Library at the University of
Texas addressing such national issues as education, nuclear
defense and the federal budget process.

FORMER MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, INC. - Washington, D.C.
Fifth-year partial support for Campus Fellows 15,000 $ 15,000
Project sending former Congressmen to colleges and
universities for a week of lectures, seminars and informal
contacts with students and faculty members.

NAACP SPECIAL CONTRIBUTION FUND - Brooklyn, New York
For general support of the Special Contribution 50,000 50,000
Fund, through which the NAACP carries on its many
programs serving minorities and the poor.

NORTHWEST REGIONAL FOUNDATION — Spokane, Washington
Partial support for FutureSpokane, a project to 15,000 15,000
bring together community members to think about and act
cooperatively to plan the future of Spokane.

OAKLAND SCHOOLS — Pontiac; Michigan
To increase secondary students' knowledge of the $ 15,000 15,000
law and the role of citizens in a democratic society through
dissemination of literature and teacher training at a state
center for law-related education (LRE) in the Oakland
Schools.

TOTALS: Citizenship 5 15,000 S 95,000 S 95,000 S I5,ooo
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Mission

Volunteerism
We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
differing approached to volunteerism by both the
individual and the community.

Volunteerism
Since 1976, the Foundation has nurtured
volunteerism formally through activities in this
mission while informally encouraging
volunteerism through other missions. For the
next few years, this mission will remain a low
priority. Very limited grant actions are forecast
for 1985.
1984 grant activity in this mission totaled $75,000.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $2.6 million.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

PROMOTION AND EFFECTIVE USE OF VOLUNTEERISM

VOLUNTEER: THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT - Arlington, Virginia
and Boulder, Colorado
To provide continuing support for a project that $ 75,000 $ 75,000
demonstrates how a volunteer center can play a leadership
role in creating and sustaining volunteer activities by
unemployed people.

TOTALS: Volunteerism - S 75,000 — S 75,000

TOTALS: Partnership with the Community S 15,000 $170,000 S 95,000 $ 90,000
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Principle

Effective
Functioning
of Community
Systems

We will address ourselves to how
community processes and resources can
be utilized to enable people to move
their community forward and fulfill
human needs.

We will look upon the determination,
experience, knowledge and unlimited
potential of all citizens as the
community's greatest resource.

We will look upon the physical and
economic resources of the community
as indispensable tools that must be
preserved and renewed in the process
of achieving community goals and
individual benefits.

We will look upon public and private
institutions as necessary and efficient
means for people to act together to
express their faith, their ideals and
their concern for fellow men and
thereby f u l f i l l some of their wants
and needs.



Mission

Community Identity
and Stability

We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
differing ways of achieving community identity
and stability through institutions and processes.

Community Weil-Being
Communities and neighborhoods must be healthy and

safe in order to produce healthy and secure residents, thus
this program area seeks to promote personal safety and

lifelong health maintenance. Our support of community
policing programs is illustrative of this commitment. We

expect limited grantmaking in this field.
Family Relationships

Grants in this program area have concentrated on families
with children and families in crisis. We are now in the
process of assessing the state-of-the-art of documented

family programs, gaps in funding and future needs
in the field. In general, the field is undergoing

a review by staff for potential new opportunities,
and grantmaking will be limited.

Senior Citizens
This has been a high-interest but modestly-funded

program area for several years concentrating on ways to
better utilize the knowledge and skills of seniors, mainly

through second careers, both paid and voluntary. Funding
is expected to remain at current levels in this area.

Sense of Community
Communication and cooperation is essential to the

development of a sense of community and the goal of
this program area is the promotion of those activities.

This program area has been a low priority for the
Foundation and, except for renewal support of some

programs, future funding is not planned.
Too-Early Childbearing

The Foundation has established four networks of services
to reduce or ease problems resulting from teenage

pregnancy, an area it considers a high priority for
program activity. Emphasis has shifted from model

development to program analysis and dissemination and
working more closely with a network of other

foundations and voluntary service agencies. Limited
funding is available for projects dealing

with public policy and research.
1984 grant activity in this mission totaled $4,160,977.

Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $32 million.
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

COMMUNITY WELL-BEING

ARROYO VISTA FAMILY HEALTH CENTER - Los Angeles, California
Partial support for the Community Outreach Network $ 40.000
of the Arroyo Vista Family Health Center.

$ 40,000

11 v. ,

3,057

-"•- 01 .

150,735

COMMUNITY BOARD PROGRAM, INC. — San Francisco, California
To train an increased number of volunteers who 30,000
conduct conflict-resolution forums in six San Francisco
neighborhoods. The objective: to enable them to assume
more of the responsibility for the entire program.

DELTA INSTITUTE - Tiburon, California
To evaluate the accomplishments of the Community 3,057
Boards Volunteer Training program to determine if the model
is worth transferring to other communities.

FLINT AREA HEALTH FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
Local matching funds for a health clinic providing $ 25,000
medical services for residents of Flint's north-central area.
Funds matched a grant given by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation.

To provide partial support for establishing and 25,000
maintaining a health clinic to serve adolescents ages 12 to 18
at Northwestern High School. This grant helps match
start-up funds provided by the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation's Community Care Funding Partners Program.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To help meet the costs of two programs providing 86,134 64,601
an alternative to the formal juvenile justice system; Positive
Action for Youth (PAY) and the Youth Service Bureau (YSB),
both part of Youth Projects.

FLINT POLICE DEPARTMENT - Flint, Michigan
To maintain a Flint Community Policing Demonstration 65,000 32,500
Center, a laboratory-type learning center to disseminate
community policing concepts. The center operates In
cooperation with the National Neighborhood Foot Patrol
Center and the National Center for Community Education.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY - Cambridge, Massachusetts
To establish community policing as the reform movement 75,000
in contemporary police administration.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY - East Lansing
Funding for the National Neighborhood Foot Patrol 109,750 219,500
Center in its activities to establish Flint's Neighborhood Foot
Patrol program as a national model for improvement of
urban police operations.

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF PARENTS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH - Silver Spring, Maryland
General support for an organization that assists 20,000 20,000
local parent groups unite to protect their children from
substance abuse.

$ 25,000

32,500

37.500

219,500

37,500

109.750
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Dec, 31, 1983
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(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM
To help complete construction of the Susan Molt Webb
Nutrition Science Building at the university. The building is
a memorial to the daughter of Charles Stewart Mott and
Ruth Rawlings Motl.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN — Ann Arbor

For renovation and expansion of the C. S. Mott
Children's Hospital as part of the university's Replacement
Hospital Project.

URBAN LEAGUE OF FLINT — Flint, Michigan
To improve the safety of Flint neighborhoods by
establishing good relationships between police officers and
neighborhood residents. This program is one of three
developed cooperatively by the Urban League and the Flint
Police Department to create a local demonstration center on
community policing.

25,000 25.000

2,000,000

25,000

2,000,000

25,000

TOTALS: Community Well-Being S 245,884 S 2,567,158 S 583,292 $ 2,229,750

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION -
Washington, D.C.
To develop replicable models of neighborhood family- $ 40,000 S 40,000
support groups. The groups will help households in
managing the many pressures associated with today's
changing society and family structure.

BIG BROTHERS OF GREATER FLINT - Hint, Michigan
To provide partial general support for an organization S 33,000 11,200 33,000 $ 11.200
working to establish favorable relationships between Big and
Lit t le Brothers and Sisters through counseling and group
activities, as well as through a one-to-one friendship
between matched pairs of adult volunteers and children.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Hint, Michigan
To provide the services of home-school para- 96,294 96,294
professional counselors to Flint elementary schools.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To develop a central resource of knowledge and 70,769 70,769
research on contemporary family issues, with particular
attention to the growing field of family-support and family-
school programs.

OHIO UNIVERSITY — Athens
Partial funding to continue operation of a Family Life 60,000 30,000 30,000
Education Center to improve family-education services in a
28-county area of Appalachian Ohio through the university's
six campuses, in Athens, Belmont, Ironton, Chillicothe,
Zanesville and Lancaster.
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Dec. 31, 1984

PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS OF HARVARD COLLEGE — Cambridge, Massachusetts
To develop in Harvard's Graduate School of Education 111,019 111.019
a resource center to assess the status, and improve the
effectiveness, of programs to strengthen family functioning
and cohesiveness, including family-school relationships,

SAN FRANCISCO STUDY CENTER, INC. — San Francisco, California
To train volunteers to help isolated families cope 40,000 20,000 20,000
with problems at a modest cost through neighborhood-based
peer support groups.

TOTALS: Family Relationships 144,019 $ 318,263 S 234,019 $ 228,263

SENIOR CITIZENS

40,000 5 40,000

10.000 10,000

ARKANSAS ABLE — Little Rock
To provide general support for a regional $ 10,000 $ 10,000
coordinating council to serve employers, senior job
applicants and nonprofit job placement service centers for
older workers throughout Arkansas.

ARKANSAS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC. - Little Rock
To help the Community Education Center on Aging 80,000
to provide information and assistance for those interested in
establishing or expanding community-based education
programs for older adults and to test model education
projects that highlight or utilize the talents of older adults.

CALIFORNIA ABLE — San Francisco
To provide general support for California ABLE, 20,000
established to improve the quality of life for older Bay Area
residents by helping them obtain and remain in jobs
commensurate with their abilities.

CALIFORNIA RESEARCH CENTER - Los Angeles
For technical assistance to and evaluation of 20,000 20,000
Foundation-supported programs for senior family members.

CAREERS FOR LATER YEARS, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
For support of Operation ABLE, a coordinating and 10,000 10,000
facilitating organization designed to create and expand
employment opportunities for people 55 and older in the
Greater Boston area.

DETROIT EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS - Detroit, Michigan
Partial support for program which uses the skills 25,000 25,000
and experience of retired executives to assist non-profit and
government agencies with management and problem-solving.

EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS OF CHICAGO — Chicago, Illinois
To develop an intensive, three-day training 30,000 15,000 15,000
program and complementary workbook on the organization,
management and funding of a local ESC program.

FEDERATION EMPLOYMENT AND GUIDANCE SERVICE, INC. — New York, New York
To provide partial support for the Senior 10,000 10,000
Employment Service, designed to create employment
opportunities tor older adults in New York City and serving
as a regional coordinating council.
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Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
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Dec. 31, 1964

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan

For programs and services to improve the quality
of life for older people in Flint and to Help them develop
coping skills related to the changes that come with age.

22.001 22.001

IDS ANGELES COUNCIL ON CAREERS FOR OLDER AMERICANS — Los Angeles, California
To provide general support for the Los Angeles 20,000 10,000 10,000
Council on Careers for Older Americans, which serves as a
regional coordinating council and centralized information
and networking resource for employers, community agencies,
and older persons interested in returning to work,

METROPOLITAN SENIOR FEDERATION — St. Paul, Minnesota
To provide partial support for the Center for 10,000 10,000
Career Change, a regional coordinating council that assists
older persons with retirement planning and in identifying
and seeking new careers.

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING, INC. - Washington, D.C.
For publication and distribution of booklets $ 43,657 43,657
on model programs in the field of aging.

OPERATION ABLE — Chicago, Illinois
To provide technical assistance and training to 50,000 25,000 25,000
improve the delivery of employment services for older
workers in selected communities.

PENSION RIGHTS CENTER - Washington, D.C.
To provide administrative support for the 10,000 10,000
Foundation Network in Aging's activities, including
sponsorship of high-level seminars on issues of interest in the
field of aging and publication of a newsletter.

SOUTHEASTERN VERMONT COMMUNITY ACTION, INC. — Bellows Falls
To develop an employment service specializing in 20,000 10,000 10,000
the placement of older workers in temporary employment
positions in southeastern Vermont and adjacent New
Hampshire communities.

TOTALS: Senior Citizens $ 43,657 S 337,001 $ 260,658 S 120,000

r OF COMMUNITY

GREATER MICHIGAN FOUNDATION — Lansing
For activities of the 31st annual Michigan Week, 5 1,000 $ 1,000
sponsored by the Greater Michigan Foundation to increase
knowledge of and pride in the state among its residents and
to attract favorable attention to Michigan across the nation.

NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE, INC. - New York, New York
Continued support for long-range improvement of the 25,000 25,000
league's All-America Cities Awards Program and related
activities.
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URBAN COALITION OF GREATER FLINT - Hint, Michigan
Ongoing general support of a program to eliminate $ 60,000 60,000 40,000 S 80.000
racism in the community.

To increase public awareness about youth problems 25,000 25,000
and needs in Rint.

TOTALS: Sense of Community $ 60fooo S 111,000 5 91,000 £ 80,000

TOO-EARLY CHILDBEARING

CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS — Washington, D.C.
To help establish an information clearinghouse for $ 13,220 $ 13,220
the dissemination of knowledge about adolescent pregnancy,
how to prevent it, and how to treat its consequences.

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA, INC. - Phoenix, Arizona
To provide planning assistance to a Ford 46,372 46,372
Foundation-funded community organization for economic
development serving Chicanos in Phoenix, Arizona.

CHILD TRENDS, INC. — Washington, D.C.
To update a 1982-83 fact sheet of national 15,850 15.850
statistics on teenage pregnancy for distribution to federal
and state policymakers and agencies.

GULF COAST COUNCIL OF LA RA2A — Corpus Christi, Texas
To provide comprehensive education and health $ 94,000 25,000 94,000 $ 25,000
services to pregnant Chicane teens and offer education
counseling and information to area youth to prevent
too-early childbearing.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY — Baltimore, Maryland
To support an in-depth analysis or" the results 34,150 34,150
of efforts in four Baltimore schools to reduce pregnancy
among teenagers at highest risk — immediately postpubertal
females.

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF ST. LOUIS - St. Louis, Missouri
To replicate, in six to eight sites, the Teen 50,000 50,000
Outreach Program, one of the few validated primary
prevention programs on teenage pregnancy. (Teen Outreach
is sponsored by the Junior League of St. Louis and the
Danforth Foundation and has been evaluated by the Mott
Foundation.)

MONROE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT — Rochester, New York
Continued funding for a research and demonstration 47,000 23,000 47,000 25,000
project to prevent adolescent pregnancy and provide services
to ease the negative consequences of teenage pregnancy for
mother and child.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, INC. - New York, New York
To organize a campaign to reduce pregnancy among 50,000 250,000 250,000 50,000
minority teenagers.
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OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT — Oakland, California
To support an impact evaluation of Oakland Unified 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000
School Districts Teen Parent Assistance Program (TPAP) to
ease the negative impact of pregnancy and parenting among
school-age adolescents.

SCHOOL BOARD OF SARASOTA COUNTY, FLORIDA — Sarasota
For evaluation of the Cyesis Program for pregnant 13,500 13,500
students, adolescent parents and their infants. It includes a
follow-up study on former program enrollees to determine
long-range impact on the lives of clients and their families.

SEATTLE INDIAN HEALTH BOARD - Seattle, Washington
To provide comprehensive services to prevent teenage 95,000 25,000 95,000 25.000
pregnancy, as well as to serve those teens already pregnant,
post-partum teens, their infants and families, all of whom
are American Indians living in the Seattle/King County
area.

SOUTHWEST REGIONAL LABORATORY — Los Alamitos, California
To support the Southwest Regional Laboratory in 177,800 83,800 94,000
helping Mott grantees in the program area of too-early
chOdbearing to develop and conduct their own evaluations.

To prepare a position paper and charts on trends 4,700 4.700
and current status of teenage pregnancy in America with
trends and current status of programs in the Mott
Foundation's Too-Early Childbearing (TEC) Network.

ST. LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS — St. Louis, Missouri
For continued evaluation of the Parent Infant 15,000 15.000 15,000 15,000
Interaction Program by looking at the teen parents who
participated in the program from 1978 through 1984.

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS OF THE CITY OF BOSTON - Boston, Massachusetts
To evaluate a program providing the Boston area's 20,000 20,000
pregnant teenagers and teen families with support services
aimed at improving their self-sufficiency.

URBAN INSTITUTE — Washington, D.C.
To provide quick, easy-to-understand fact sheets 11,963 11,963
on current statistics on teenage pregnancy in the United
States for state-level policymakers and the general public

WOMEN AND FOUNDATIONS CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY - New York, New York
To promote among grantmakers the concept of joint 75,000 50,000 25,000
ventures for supporting varied fresh and untried projects to
reduce problems associated with teenage pregnancy.

TOTALS: Too-Early Childbearing S 326,ooo $ 827,555 S 835,405 S 318,150
TOTALS: Community Identity and Stability S 619,560 5 4,160,977 $ 2,004,374 S 2,976,163
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Mission

Community Renewal
We will investigate and, if appropriate, hind differing
ways for a community to identify needs and establish
responsibility and authority for constructive action
leading to improvement, renewal and development of
new resources, institutions and the community as a
whole.

Community and Economic Development
Because community development is the only area
which concentrates solely on the physical fabric of life,
it continues to be a top priority of the Foundation.
Through economic development, the Foundation seeks
to contribute to national policy discussions regarding
the promotion of economic opportunities for distressed
areas and disadvantaged populations; and to enhance
new enterprise development and small business
creation in strengthening community self-reliance. This
area remains a high priority for the Foundation,
particularly those programs strengthening and
expanding Michigan's economic base.
Community Organization
A sense of neighborhood is more vital today than ever
and establishing that requires leadership. Our emphasis
continues to be on providing technical assistance and
seed money to emerging neighborhood-based
community groups. Funding will remain at current
levels for this high-priority area.
Flint Revitalization
Flint revitalization continues to be a high priority for
the Foundation, Noteworthy efforts in 19fl4 included
continuing construction of the Water Street Pavilion, a
downtown festival marketplace, scheduled to open in
June, 1985. Grants in this area also support physical
amenities, creation and retention of small businesses
and diverse job opportunities, and improved housing
for the city's low-income population.
Environment and Conservation
This relatively new field for Foundation dollars is
organized into four program areas: toxic substances,
Great Lakes land and water resources, community
resource conservation and management, and
exploratory and special projects. We anticipate both
national and Great Lakes regional projects to remain a
high priority for the next few years.
1984 grant activity in this mission totaled £14,930,077.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately S78.5 million.
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Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

ASSOCIATION OF NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING DEVELOPERS, INC. - New York, New York
For general support to help continue technical $ 50,000 S 25,000 $ 25,000
assistance to member groups. This includes workshops on
specific housing topics, publication of the ANHD Weekly
Reader and on-stte help.

COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND - Washington, D.C.
To help CAP, Inc. to maintain its status as a public 5,000 5,000
charity with the Internal Revenue Service.

CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT - Washington, D.C.
To allow Michigan to participate in a national 58,762 58,762
project that will enable the state to implement an
entrepreneurial policy designed to increase the rate of
enterprise formation and expansion.

CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES — Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To enable three persons to participate as interns in 27,000 27,000
the P/PV Development Training Institute's 12-month
skill-building program for the staffs of neighborhood self-
help organizations engaged in community and economic
development throughout the United States.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To sponsor a series of three forums for church 25,000 25,000
financial officers, insurance and foundation leaders aimed al
expanding the portion of assets that each of these groups
allocate to community-based economic development.

DELTA FOUNDATION — Greenville, Mississippi
To assist the Delta Foundation in its efforts to $ 25,000 25,000
raise capital from new sources to support its subsidiary,
Sun-Delta Capital Access Center, a small business-investment
company.

ENTERPRISE FOUNDATION — Columbia, Maryland
Continued support of the foundation's program 250,000 250,000
to assist local non-profit community housing corporations
throughout the country which are working to increase the
supply of fit and livable housing for the poor.

FIRST NATIONS FINANCIAL PROJECT - Falmouth, Virginia
To create a model of resource investment, based 25,000 25,000
at the Mt. Pleasant reservation of Michigan's Chippewa
Tribe, that would help tribes to use judgment-fund awards
for community-based economic development.

GREATER MIAMI UNITED — Miami, Florida
To purchase the technical assistance needed to 25,000 25,000
develop a housing program that will target funds from Dade
County's Documentary Stamp Surtax Act to support the
very poor.
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INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE — Ann Arbor, Michigan
For Ihe Industrial Technology Institute, which works 150.000 150,000
to strengthen Michigan industry through research,
development and application of automated manufacturing
systems.

NATIONAL CONGRESS FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT — Washington, D.C.
To create a Community Economic Development 25,000 25,000
Coalition in Michigan that will provide leadership and
technical assistance to economic projects in the state.

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL - Washington, D.C.
To provide partial support for the development
of a National Policy Commission to Create Jobs Through
Small Business.

90,000 :: • 01 N

25,000

47.660

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER — Chicago, Illinois
To support an analysis of the growing number of new 25,000
financial entities to determine how they might be tapped to
support neighborhood development.

NORTHEAST-MIDWEST INSTITUTE - Washington, DC.
To provide a broad-based, objective view of the 47,660
Michigan economy and economic-development initiatives
undertaken for its improvement through a six-month study
conducted by the Northeast-Midwest Institute.

PARTNERS FOR LIVABLE PLACES — Washington, D.C.
To publish a public policy report which will 25,000 25,000
analyze opportunities for economic development using
amenities.

PEOPLES INVOLVEMENT CORPORATION - Washington, D.C.
To develop a day-labor employment agency selling 25,000 25,000
a variety of manpower services and stimulate
self-employment activities in the central-core neighborhoods
of the District of Columbia.

PORTLAND WEST NEIGHBORHOOD PLANNING COUNCIL — Portland, Maine
To employ attorneys and financial experts to assist 15,000 15,000
in development of capital from new sources for economic
and housing projects in low-income areas of Portland.

PRATT INSTITUTE - Brooklyn, New York
To help the institute's Center for Community and 24,970
Environmental Development to determine how to establish
income-producing partnerships with private-sector
organizations. The income would support the center's work
in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods in the New
York City area.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE - Old Snowmass, Colorado
To test a process developed to help small cities 15,000
reduce the drain of their dollars and resources for energy,
food, health, housing and water.

RUST COLLEGE - Holly Springs, Mississippi
To support a small-business innovation center at 35,000
Rust College to promote economic development for Marshall
County, Mississippi, residents.

24,970

15,000

35,000
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SKID ROW DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — Los Angeles, California
For development of a marketing plan for a vacant, 25,000 25,000
six-story skid-row building, which the corporation plans to
renovate for occupancy by labor-intensive small businesses
generating 200 jobs.

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN — Ann Arbor
To support the University of Michigan's Institute 25,000 24,780 24,890 24,890
of Labor and Industrial Relations (1LIR) in two major areas
of work: forecasting employment by occupation and
industry for the Flint area and isolating factors which could
increase Hint's attractiveness to business and industry.

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY — Detroit, Michigan
To save and create jobs in Michigan through 25,000 25,000
employee ownership of businesses.

WOMEN'S INSTITUTE FOR HOUSING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, INC. -
Boston, Massachusetts
To support information gathering and preparation 15,000 15,000
of a manual /workbook for developing transitional housing
for displaced homemakers and other families supported by
female heads of households.

WOODSTOCK INSTITUTE - Chicago, Illinois
To support the analysis of national data listing 15,000 15,000
private-sector housing loan activities in communities across
the country,

TOTALS: Community and Economic

Development S 339,970 S 748,202 S 998,282 $ 89.890

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

ANTIOCH MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH - Muncie, Indiana
Partial support for the work of the Whitely Neighborhood J 7.500 $ 7.500
Association, which addresses the problems of crime, high
unemployment and abandoned housing in a predominantly
black community on Muncie's north side.

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE — Washington, D.C
To contribute an eighth year of general support 45,000 $ 100,000 95.000 S 50,000
for the center's broad program of assistance to neighborhood
and community groups.

One of seven grants to intermediary support 100,000 100,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects,

COMMON WEALTH DEVELOPMENT, INC. — Madison, Wisconsin
Fifth-year general support for this community-development 15,000 15,000
group working in the Williamson-Marquette neighborhood
of Madison.
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COMMUNITY EFFECTIVENESS INSTITUTE - Ann Arbor, Michigan
For support of a national survey on neighborhood 6,500 6,500
issues to update similar surveys taken in 1977 and 1980.
Conducted by the Community Effectiveness Institute, in
cooperation with the Gallup organization, the survey will
measure changes in the perceived quality of life in American
urban communities over the past seven years.

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To continue general support of the center's technical-asistance 15,000 15,000
program for community organizations in Boston.

EL PAJARO COMMUNITY DEVEIDPMENT CORPORATION - Watsonville, California
To promote economic revilaJization in Watsonville, 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
a community of 33,000, with the focus on the social and
economic needs of a largely Hispanic population in the
downtown area.

ESKENOSEN, INC. - Roberta, Georgia
To enhance Eskenoseris ability to support and 15,000 15,000
reinforce the development of emerging and established
community groups. Eskenosen is a training and technical
assistance organization serving low-income community
groups in five rural Georgia counties.

J-V-L HOUSING CORPORATION - St. Louis, Missouri
To provide general support for the J-V-L Housing 25,000 25,000
Corporation, a community-based neighborhood revitalization
organization in St. Louis.

MISSISSIPPI ACTION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Greenville
One of seven grants to intermediary support 100,000 100,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR URBAN ETHNIC AFFAIRS - Washington, D.C.
One of seven grants to intermediary support 100,000 100,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA — Washington, D.C.
One of seven grants to intermediary support 100,000 100,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects.

NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION — Washington, D.C.
General support for a program serving more than 50 15,000 15,000
organizations that work with neighborhood groups as a
primary source of information on government programs
affecting neighborhoods.

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER - Chicago, Illinois
To enable the National Training and Information 100,000 100.000
Center to continue its work as one of seven intermediary
support organizations far emerging community-based groups
working to improve their neighborhoods. This is the f i f th
year of the program,
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NEIGHBORHOOD INSTITUTE — Chicago, Illinois
Continued support for employment, training and 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000
housing programs in Chicago's South Shore neighborhood of
85,000 minority persons.

NORTHERN ROCKIES ACTION GROUP, INC. - Helena, Montana
For assistance to low- and moderate-income organizations 25,000 15,000 25,000 15,000
in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming that are addressing
economic and other community needs.

NORTHWEST EVERGREEN LAHSER COMMUNITY ORGANIZING PROJECT -
Detroit, Michigan
To support the work of NELCO, which attempts to 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
create jobs and improve the quality of life in a low-income
community in northwest Detroit.

RURAL COALITION - Washington, D.C.
To provide direct technical assistance to the 100 25,000 25,000
member organizations of the Rural Coalition and to
encourage more rural groups to join the coalition. The
coalition combats poverty and other problems shared by
people living in rural areas.

SENIOR ACTION COALITION OF LORAIN COUNTY -- Elyria, Ohio
General support for the coalition of 60 groups of 15,000 15,000 30,000
elderly and neighborhood people striving to resolve serious
problems and focusing on the depressed City of Lorain,
where unemployment recently has averaged 14.5 percent.

SOUTHOLD HERITAGE FOUNDATION, INC. - South Bend, Indiana
To provide partial support for a community-based 15,000 15,000
organization attempting to revitalize South Bend, Indiana's
deteriorated west side.

UNITED CITIZENS ORGANIZATION OF EAST CHICAGO — East Chicago, Indiana
To support the activities of UCO in East Chicago as 15,000 15,000 15,000 15.000
it works to create jobs and develop an industrial policy for
ihe community.

YOUTH PROJECT — Minneapolis, Minnesota
One of seven grants to intermediary support 50,000 50,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects.

YOUTH PROJECT — Washington, D.C.
One of seven grants to intermediary support 100,000 100,000
organizations to assist promising or emerging community or
neighborhood groups in all regions of the country with
significant local projects.

TOTALS: Community Organization $ 177,500 $ 966.500 S 979.000 S 165,000
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FLINT REVITALIZAT1QN "

BURTON NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES, INC. - Burton, Michigan
To support a concentrated housing rehabilitation S 25,000 $ 15.000 5 10,000
program in Bendie, a neighborhood in Burton. Michigan,
patterned after the successful Neighborhood Housing
Services (NHS) program developed by the Neighborhood
Reinvestment Corporation.

CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT - Washington, D.C.
To bring the Hub Program For Women's Enterprise to 12,000 12,000
Flint. Operated by the Corporation for Enterprise
Development in 10 communities. Hub focuses on the
potential of low-income women as entrepreneurs.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP INSTITUTE - Columbus, Ohio
To provide 20 scholarships of $100 each to low-income 2,000 2,000
Cenesee County entrepreneurs who wish to attend a two-day
forum on starting a new business. The forum is sponsored
by the Entrepreneurial Institute.

FEAT FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan
For the first year of a five-year project to install S 25,000 25,000
new directional signs and develop attractive landscaping at
five freeway entrances to downtown Hint, making it easier
for visitors to find AutoWorld and other attractions.

FLINT AREA CONFERENCE, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To continue administrative support for FACI. a 25,860 54,140 40.000 40,000
non-profit agency representing the private sector and serving
as a catalyst for the economic and physical revitalizatton of
Flint through a public-private partnership.

To establish a Jobs Program to promote business 27,500 27,500
for local suppliers in six areas: industrial, financial, medical,
governmental, educational and wholesale/retail.

FLINT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION - Flint, Michigan
To address the need for job-generating businesses 75,000 150,000 150,000 75,000
in Flint by providing or finding financial, management,
technical and marketing assistance for minority and other
entrepreneurs. FCDC also offers housing-rehabilitation
assistance.

To retain the firm of Job Creation Limited (JCL) of 300,000 300,000
London. England to develop and manage an industrial
incubator project based on a feasibility study and plan
financed by two previous Mott Foundation grants.

To form a partnership with WWD Development 200,000 (200,000)
Corporation to rehabilitate and return to use an abandoned
commercial building on Detroit Street near Welch Boulevard.

To support the establishment of an organization 45,000 45,000
capable of providing venture capital financing to two types
of Flint-area businesses: new and existing businesses with
high growth potential and small, low-growth, locally-owned
businesses in need of lower cost financing.
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FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - Hint, Michigan
To support the development of a downtown festival 225,000 2,650,000 2.875,000
marketplace in Flint.

For continued acquisition of property for the 99,735 3,824,285 3,371,909 552,111
planned Water Street Pavilion downtown retail
redevelopment.

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY/HISTORIC FLINT AUTOWORLD
FOUNDATION — Flint, Michigan
To carry out plans For the development of 2,250,000 2,250,000
AutoWorld, a planned downtown Flint attraction that would
combine elements of a science center, a theme park and a
museum.

FLINT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT AND PRESERVATION PROJECT, INC. - Flint, Michigan
To secure the financial position Flint NIPP holds 1,000,000 500,000 500,000
in the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Interest from a $6.1 million
endowment and this supplement will be used to support
programs to revitalize Flint neighborhoods and technical
assistance for neighborhood groups.

Administrative support needed to rehabilitate at 67,400 67,400
least 240 homes throughout the city over an 18-month
period.

To continue technical assistance to Hint neighbor- 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000
hood groups working to improve their areas.

To secure a second mortgage on the Water Street 4,000,000 1,100.000 2,900,000
Pavilion, a festival marketplace under construction in
downtown Flint, with proceeds going tor support of a
program of the Enterprise Foundation, Columbia, Maryland.
to improve housing For the poor in Flint.

GMI ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE — Flint, Michigan
For engineering and technical-support services and 300,000 300,000
management and business assistance to existing and
developing enterprises in Genesee County through GMI's
new Business and Industry Development Center.

To create national awareness of GMI's transition 198,000 198,000
from General Motors Institute, operated entirely by General
Motors, to an institution supported by many corporations
and businesses.

HISTORIC FLINT AUTOWORLD FOUNDATION — Flint, Michigan
For payment of interest on 54.5 million loan made to 464,000 464,000
the City of Flint by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development for the AutoWorld project. The city
used a community development block grant to guarantee the
loan.

For first interest payment on $6.6 million short- 99,199 99.199 —
term loan made by Citizens Commercial & Savings Bank, of
Flint, to the Historic Flint AutoWorld Foundation for the
AuloWorld capital budget.
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INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL SELF-RELIANCE, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To train members of Flint non-profit organizations 21.959 21,959
that wish to start business-enterprise projects to recycle
waste.

TOTALS: Flint Revitalization S 4,0*7,995 512,073,083 $11,924,467 S 4,216,611

ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION

AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST — Washington, D.C.
To assess the extent of farmland conversion and
soil erosion in three representative counties in Michigan, and
to bring about a consensus concerning future action to
protect farmland.

AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE - Concord
To test a new and creative approach to resolve the
acid rain dilemma by creating a partnership between citizens
of Ohio and New Hampshire, two states with radically
different perspectives on this issue.

BROWN UNIVERSITY - Providence, Rhode Island
To relate faculty and student resources from
Brown University's Center for Environmental Studies with
community needs and resources on important local
environmental issues.

CEIP FUND, INC. — Boston, Massachusetts
To advance Great Lakes environmental programs and
leadership development by strengthening CEIPs successful
internship program in the Great Lakes area.

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE - Washington, D.C.
To support the center's Jobs in Energy project in
its efforts to demonstrate that community-based strategies to
increase energy efficiency can create jobs, stimulate economic
development and reduce the number of dollars drained from
the local economy to pay for wasted energy.

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS - Wai thill, Nebraska
Partial support for a research and demonstration
program to improve the management and conservation of
water resources in the High Plains region through
community actions and. as needed, state policy initiatives,

CENTER FOR THE GREAT LAKES - Chicago, Illinois
For continued support of the Center for the Great
Lakes, a resource for developing public policies and
private-public initiatives for the management of the natural
resources of the lakes.

CONCERN, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To prepare a citizen guide evaluating the problems
related to the growing dependence on chemical pesticides in
agriculture and public land maintenance.

42,550 $ 21,275 $ 21,275

_;:• 000 25.000

39,568 39,568

25,000

30,000

25.000

15,000 15.000

27,000 27.000

50,000 50.000

16.393 i , . (93
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CONSERVATION FOUNDATION, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To provide partial support for the Conservation $ 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
Foundation's Business and Environment Program, which
brings together leaders from industry, environmental and
citizen groups, and the public sector lo seek a consensus on
important environmental issues.

EAST MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL - Birmingham
To prepare and distribute two citizen guides: 24,700 24,700
one on testing of water wells and one on programs to clean
up groundwater-contamination sites in Michigan.

To strengthen the leadership ajid institutional 30,000 30,000
framework of an environmental organization established to
improve the environmental quality of southeastern
Michigan.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY STUDY INSTITUTE — Washington, D.C.
To support an effort to integrate existing 25,000 25,000
information about groundwater contamination and make it
relevant to federal policymakers as they develop policy
options.

ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL ON FUNDING, INC. - New York, New York
To focus grantmakers attention on health risks 33,500 16,750 16,750
from toxic substances, particularly the need for concerted
and collaborative efforts and funding support for advancing
knowledge.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE - Washington, D.C.
To help meet the need for broad-based initiatives 47,500 47,500
supporting policy reforms in the national and state control
of toxic substances,

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY INSTITUTE - Washington, D.C.
To demonstrate a market-based strategy to make 25,000 25,000
energy-conservation benefits available to low-income
residents of multi-family rental housing.

FEAT FOUNDATION - Hint, Michigan
To continue support for FEAT's environmental and 25,000 25,000
beautification programs and the operation of a recycling
center.

To help Flint residents obtain permits for use of 5.000 5.000
vacant lots and get technical advice and tilling and plowing
services for community gardens. Besides providing food, the
project helps citizens to acquire knowledge of the processes
and benefits of gardening.

FOR A CLEANER ENVIRONMENT, INC. — Woburn, Massachusetts
To strengthen a community-based model demonstrating 15,000 15,000
ways in which local citizens can play a major role in
addressing the health risks and other issues posed by toxic
wastes.
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G ran tee / Progra m
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

I Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

HARVARD UNIVERSITY - Cambridge, Massachusetts
To provide New England communities with technical
assistance on environmental issues through seminars, on-siie
symposia and training, internships and demonstration
projects.

INFORM, INC. — New York, New York
To support a national public education campaign to
advance debate of and stimulate initiatives lor reducing the
generation of toxic wastes.

49,851 49,851

35.000

INSTITUTE FOR LOCAL SELr^RELIANCE, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To continue general support for the institute's 25,000 25,000
work with community groups in urban areas, dealing with
such matters as food production, energy, waste disposal and
economic development.

25.000

15,000

25,000

KEYSTONE CENTER - Keystone, Colorado
To develop pubJic policy guidelines and recommendations
on the issue of ocean disposal of hazardous wastes.

LAND INSTITUTE — Salina, Kansas
To provide general support for the Land Institute,
an educational'research organization devoted to the search
for sustainable alternatives in agriculture.

65,000

; • DOC

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS EDUCATION FUND - Washington, D.C.
For partial support of a program to expand and 50,000
strengthen citizen involvement in decisions on management
of hazardous chemical wastes,

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES — Lansing
To match funds awarded by the German Marshal Fund 10,000
of the United States to underwrite a study tour of European
waste-to-energy and resource recovery facilities as an
alternative to landfills and other less desirable options for
the disposal of the state's solid wastes.

MICHIGAN UNITED CONSERVATION CLUBS - Lansing
To help increase public awareness and strengthen 21,200
citizen debate on acid rain and its threat to Michigan.

32,500

25.000

50.000

to.ooo

32,500

a^oo

NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION CENTER FOR POLICY RESEARCH — Washington, D.C.
To assist governors and other policymakers of 37,600 37,600
six midwestern states in forging economic-revitaHzation
strategies, emphasizing the role of renewable resources in the
region.

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO - Washington, D.C.
To produce a series of reports on Great Lakes
environmental issues for public radio broadcast and for
dissemination, in packaged-cassette form, for educational
uses.

40,000 20,000 Von-
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G rantee /Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1964

24,130

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION - Washington, D.C.
To support citizen action in preserving and 24,130
protecting the water quality of the Great Lakes region by
making the services of University of Michigan graduate
students available to grass-roots citizen groups.

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL, INC. - New York, New York
Partial support for a project to evaluate the 20.000
amount and implications of pesticide residues found in
consumable food supplies.

NATURE CONSERVANCY - Arlington, Virginia
To identify and preserve the best remaining natural
areas in Michigan through a Michigan Natural Features
Inventory and a Natural Areas Registry Program.

NEW AtJCHEMY INSTITUTE — East Falmouth, Massachusetts
To provide challenge funds to generate support tor
the New Alchemy Institute, which provides national
leadership for developing food, energy and shelter systems
that are environmentally sound and economically efficient.

OCEANIC SOCIETY — Stamford, Connecticut
To provide leadership support for a national
coalition of more than 15 environmental organizations to
strengthen national policy concerning the use of the oceans
as a disposal option for radioactive wastes.

• • • X X

30,000

20,000

15.000

5.000

25,000

-: 000

. ,000 25,000

RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE - Washington, D.C.
For creation of an endowment fund to support
analysis of public policy issues involving energy, natural
resources and the environment.

• , , . - 0oo 300.000

SCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION, INC. - New York, New York
Continued support for the institute's Media Resource 25,000 25,000
Service, through which members of the news media can
obtain timely and reliable information on a range of
scientific and environmental issues.

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY — Nashville, Tennessee
To mesh community needs with university resources
in order to effectively address local environmental concerns.

30.000

WASTE SYSTEMS INSTITUTE OF MICHIGAN. INC. - Grand Rapids
Continuing general support for a program focusing 25,000 25,000
on the management and disposal of toxic waste and
improving decision-making in those areas.

To provide core funding for a Michigan-based waste 40,000
exchange and related technology transfer service aimed at
reducing the volume of toxic wastes requiring disposal.

WILDERNESS SOCIETY - Washington, D.C.
To support a series of workshops to train citizens 28,000
and environmental leaders in the national forest planning
process and to begin a public education campaign on forest
management issues in Michigan.

0,000

25,000 2 000

40,000

i8,OOQ



Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions} Payments Dec. 31, 19&4

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE - Washington, D.C.

To address the problem of the gradual warming ot 25,000 25,000
the earth's temperature due to increasing amounts of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.

TOTALS: Environment and Conservation $ 474,700 S 1,142.292 S 1,070,637 S 546,355

TOTALS: Community Renewal S 5,060,165 514,930,077 514,972,386 S 5,017,856
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Mission

Openness
We will investigate and, if appropriate, hind

programs which show how differing
organizations can create better opportunity for

the individual to exercise his full human
potential through using his rights of citizenship

and thereby contribute to expanding
opportunities for others and the community

as a whole.

Centers for Community Education
The Foundation continued its funding for a

network of community education centers that
provide services ranging from technical

assistance and information to help in setting up
community education programs. Except for

renewal support of current programs, no
grantmaking is projected in this area.

Other Community Education Programs
The Foundation's strong commitment to

community education in the Flint schools as
well as to programs coast-to-coast was continued
through dissemination activities and information

exchange as well as using the community
education problem-solving strategy to increase

public confidence in American public education.
Only renewal funding is projected.

International Community Education
The Foundation continues its interest in assisting

the growth of community education
internationally through supporting the efforts of
centers in England, Brazil, Costa Rica, St. Lucia

and the International Community Education
Association based in England. Funding is

expected to remain at current levels.
1984 grant activity in this mission totaled $2,948,945.

Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $44.5 million.
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions i Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

CENTERS FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION

Funding for a national network of 46 community education
communication centers chosen on a one-to-a-state basis that
provide information, technical assistance and training for
individuals and communities in starting or improving
community education programs and processes.

ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - Juneau

APPALACHIAN STATE UNIVERSITY - Boone, North
Carolina

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY - Tempe

ARKANSAS STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -
Little Rock

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY - Munde. Indiana

CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -
Sacramento

CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT -
Moscow, Idaho

COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS - St. Paul, Minnesota

COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY - Fort Collins

COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF RHODE ISLAND - Lincoln

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY — Ypsilanti

EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION RESOURCE CENTER -
Sewetl, New Jersey

ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION - Springfield

INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA - Indiana

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION - Des
Moines

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY - Manhattan

KENTUCKY STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -
Frankfort

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL AND
CULTURAL SERVICES - Augusta

MARYLAND STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -
Baltimore

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY - Bozcman

NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOOL VOLUNTEER PROGRAM -
Manchester

NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY
EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT - Albuquerque

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION -
Albany

NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY - Fargo

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - Columbus

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY - Stlllwater

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION - Salem

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY — Nashville

TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY - College Station

UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM

$ 15,000

23,000 $ 23,000

20,000

20,000

19,000

20,000

25,000

19,000

19.000

19,000

21,000

19.000

20,000

22,000

19.000

21,000

19,000

20.000

20,000

25,000

19,000

20.000

20,000

19,000

20.000

25,000

20,000

20,000

20.000

19,000

20,000

20.000

21,000

21,000

19,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

19,000

20,000

35,000

21,000

21,000

19,000

20,000

19,000

19,000

19.000

21,000

19.000

20,000

22,000

19,000

21,000

19,000

20,000

20,000

25,000

19.000
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Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT - Stom

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA - Gainesville

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA - Athens

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA - Honolulu

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. UDU1S

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN

UNIVERSITY OF NEW ORLEANS - New Orleans.
Louisiana

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA - Columbia

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA - Vermillion

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI - Hattiesburg

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA - Charlottesville

UTAH STATE OFFICE OF EDUCATION - Sail Lake City

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY - Pullman

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES -
Institute

WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
— Madison

WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE - Worcester.
Massachusetts

Grants
(Reductions)

19.000

21.000

20,000

19.000

20,000

20.000

19,000

19,000

20,000

19,000

20,000

20,000

19,000

19.000

20,000

20.000

Unpaid
Payments Dec. 31, 1984

19.000

21.000

20,000

19,000

20,000

20.000

19,000

19,000

20.000

19,000

20,000

20,000

19,000

19,000

20,000

20.000

TOTALS: Centers for Community Education S 15,000 $ 923,000 S 936,ooo

OTHER COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS

COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS — Washington, D.C.
To assist in using the community education problem-solving $ 25,000 $ 95,205
strategy to increase public confidence in American public
education.

$ 72,605 $ 47.600

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To enable the Flint Community Schools to continue 150.000
increasing their capabilities to demonstrate leadership in
community education through conferences and visitations
and inservice training.

To continue support of a community education 132,775
program serving all of Flint's elementary school
neighborhoods and offering enrichment, educational and
recreation classes and activities for a population ranging
from preschool children to senior citizens.

Partial support for maintaining community education 107.960 80,970 188.930
programs in 13 Flint secondary schools.

HEALTH AND WELFARE PLANNING ASSOCIATION — Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Partial support for the implementation of community 50,000 50,000
education in Pittsburgh.

150. OCX)

132,775
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Grantee / Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

HISTORIC FLINT ALJTOWORLD FOUNDATION - Flint, Michigan

To support the formation of school/business partnerships
with focus on AutoWorld as an educational environment for
students in Genesee County.

3,675 3,675

Z i 000

20.000

15.000

",;., 000

45.930

20.000

260.000

INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION - Boston, Massachusetts
To provide technical assistance, publications and 40,000
training in selected areas nationally that are implementing
school-improvement programs involving citizens

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA, INC. - Syracuse, New York
To develop a partnership with the national network 40,000
of community education centers to broaden the influence of
both the LVA and the centers in attacking the problem of
adult illiteracy.

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE - Flint, Michigan
To help Mott Community College expand its community 91,860 45,930
education program and develop a college foundation which
w i l l raise funds to support the activities and programs of the
college.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EDUCATION - Alexandria, Virginia
To develop new ways for the 50 state boards of 40,000 20,000
education to promote cooperation among home, school and
private sectors through community education,

NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Flint, Michigan
To maintain the operation ot the newly incorporated 546,000 286,000
center as it plans, coordinates and conducts a comprehensive
national community education leadership training program
for individuals and groups.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUCATION — Columbia, Maryland
To monitor citizen involvement in the block-grant 50,000 50,000
process and to develop and disseminate information on shifts
in federal, state and local educational funding.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION - Washington, D.C.
To continue general support of the association. 37,500 37,500
which provides leadership and direction in community
education development through service, advocacy,
publications and training.

To supplement 1983-64 program funds and provide 180,000 140,000
administrative support for the National Community
Education Association.

To continue operation of the National Community 20,000 20,000
Education Clearinghouse.

To coordinate leadership and other community 133,830 133,830
education training programs sponsored by the Foundation.

NATIONAL SCHOOL PUBLIC RELATIONS ASSOCIATION - Arlington, Virginia
To provide community educators, through workshops, 40,000 20.000 20,000
counseling and printed materials, with a more systematic
approach to marketing their programs to the public.

10,000
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 19S4

NEW YORK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION - Brooklyn, New York
For the fourth year of a program to develop community 300,000 250,000 365,000 185,000
education resource centers housing educational, recreational,
cultural and human-service activities in selected public
schools.

SAN DIEGO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION — San Diego, California
To develop a Center for Parent/Community 25,000 25,000
Participation in Effective Schools. The center's work will
include research on the impact of such participation,
development of training materials, workshops and creation
of programs integrating community education and
parent/community partnerships.

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY — Blacksburg
To help establish a national Cooperative Extension 25,000 25,000
Center for Community Education at VPI, which has carried
on a cooperative extension program for community
education since 1974. Objective: to make all of the country's
3,500 Cooperative Extension Service offices partners in the
community education movement.

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY - Kalamazoo
To establish and maintain a communication network 19,960 19,960
of men and women who were trained in community
education through fellowships and internships provided at
colleges and universities under Foundation grants.

WISCONSIN POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE, INC, — Madison
To develop a nationwide linkage between inter-generational 40,000 20,000 20,000
programs and community education.

TOTALS: Other Community Education
Programs S 624,290 S 1,900,445 S 1,568,430 S 956,305

NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION

COVENTRY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION — Coventry, England
Continued partial funding for Coventry's Community 5 78,500 S 75,500 $ 78,500 $ 75.500
Education Development Centre, which provides training and
other services in that field for all of the United Kingdom —
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION — Flint, Michigan
To send 17 Hint educators and community representatives 31,548 31.548
to England in June 1984 to study the United Kingdom's
version of community education, particularly as it relates to
unemployment. Some aspects may be incorporated into the
Flint program.

LEICESTERSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL — Glenfield, England
Partial support for the International Community 40,000 40.000
Education Association, which is working in more than 50
countries to advance social development through education.
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PARTNERS OF THE ALLIANCE, INC. - Washington, D.C.
Continued support for the Inter-American Center 300,000 300,000
for Community Education to develop and advance
community education in Central and South America and the
Caribbean area and to exchange information with North
American counterparts.

YORK UNIVERSITY — Downsview, Ontario
Third-year support for a community education
center which will disseminate information and provide
technical assistance and leadership training in community
education throughout the province of Ontario, Canada.

10,000 10,000

TOTALS: International Community
Education 5 410,048 5 125,500 $ 410,048 S 125,500

TOTALS: Openness S 1,049,338 S 2,948,945 S 2,916,478 S 1,081,805
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Mission

Allocation, Use
and Delivery of Resources

We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund
differing forms of planning and management for the

most efficient allocation, use and delivery of resources.

This mission is under review and little grant-
making is projected.

Private-Sector Initiatives
The goal of this program area is to expand the role

of business and industry in contributing to the
solution of local problems by using their human

and material resources. Another goal is to increase
the number of grants and level of giving by profit-

making corporations.
Human Services Coordination and Collaboration
Foundation funds were directed toward increasing

cooperation among human services agencies to
contribute to improved services to clients at lower

cost. Two small grants were given for evaluation
and information dissemination.

Improving Management of Nonprofits
The focus of this program area is on the

management of the non-profit sector to improve
human services delivery. Most of our grants have
provided support to agencies by funding external

technical assistance.
Cost-Effective Management of Public Systems

Grants in this program area have concentrated on
improving management of educational institutions

with an emphasis on better planning and
evaluation. We have recently begun to explore

child care in the schools and reforms needed in
K-12 public education, specifically methods to

curtail dropouts.
Research and Experimentation

The basic assumption of this program area is lhat
poor management causes poor service to clients

and inefficiency is expensive. The objective of the
program area is to test demonstration projects.

1984 grant activity in this mission totaled 5311,511.
Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $9.5 million.
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Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

PRIVATE-SECTOR INITIATIVES

NATIONAL MUNICIPAL LEAGUE, INC. — New York, New York
To help meet development costs oF Partnerships $ 25,000
Dataline U.S.A. as a national information network to help
individuals and groups join in public/ private partnerships to
solve community problems.

25,000

TOTALS: Private-Sector Initiatives 25,000 25,000

HUMAN SERVICES COORDINATION/COLLABORATION

UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES - Hint, Michigan
To provide up to 534,200 in administrative support $ 150,000 $ (75,552)
and at least $100,000 to meet basic emergency needs through
the Emergency Services Council, a United Way agency.
Another $100,000 will be granted on a three-to-one matching
basis to meet emergency needs in Genesee County.

$ 74,448

TOTALS: Human Services
Coordination/Collaboration $ 150,000 (75,552) 74,448

IMPROVING MANAGEMENT OF NON-PROFITS

$ 50,000

150,000

FLINT PUBLIC TRUST — Flint, Michigan
To help build a United Way Endowment Fund, a newly S 50,000
established designated fund within the Flint Public Trust.

MICHIGAN LEAGUE FOR HUMAN SERVICES — Lansing
To join other organizations in maintaining an $ 100,000 50,000
emergency cash-flow loan fund on behalf of Michigan
human service agencies whose services are critical to
maintenance of employment, family life and health needs of
Michigan residents. The program also includes joint
guarantees by the funding organizations of bank loans made
during a two-year period.

SUPPORT CENTER - Washington, D.C.
To enable the Foundation to become a sponsoring 1,000
member of the Nonprofit Management Association, a new
group striving to improve the management of nonprofit
organizations.

UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES — Flint, Michigan
To provide a fifth year's support of the United 80,000
Way's Maintenance Fund for facilities of its agencies.

$ 1,000

JO,OOC

TOTALS: Improving Management of
Non-Profits $ 181,000 S 100,000 S 81,000 S 200,000



Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

I Reductions) Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1984

COST-EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF PUBLIC SYSTEMS

5 55,701 $ 55,701

44,262 75,112

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
For a project addressing the major issues and
concerns facing the Flint Community Schools due to the
decline in student enrollments and resources.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of mastery learning $ 30,850
in reducing the high failure rate experienced by urban
students attempting to meet basic skill requirements. This
program operates in Pierson Community School, Flint's
largest elementary.

INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES OF INDIANA FOUNDATION, INC. -
Indianapolis
To promote the concept of excellence in education 10,000 10,000
by providing partial support for a conference to disseminate,
in one national meeting, the report and recommendations of
the National Commission on Excellence in Education.

POTOMAC INSTITUTE, INC. - Washington, D.C.
Additional funds needed to conduct a case-study
evaluation of two Mott Foundation grants made to the
Council of Educational Facility Planners. International, for
community-planning projects.

5.600 5,600

TOTALS: Cost~Effective Management of
Public Systems 40,850 S 105,563 5 140,813 5,600

RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

GREATER LANSING URBAN LEAGUE, INC. - Lansing, Michigan
For statistical analysis of changes in the size of $ 6,500 $ 6,500
minority populations in Flint and Genesee County In
comparison with the white population.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA-LOS ANGELES
Partial support for UCLA's Laboratory in School 125,000 125,000
and Community Education to establish a consortium of
educational agencies to test different strategies for
implementing the findings of Dr. John I. Goodiad's Study of
Schooling in the United States.

URBAN INSTITUTE - Washington, D.C.
For partial funding of a three-year research project 50,000 $ 50.000
on the effect of the Reagan Administration's Economic
Recovery Plan on nonprofit organizations and for assistance
to such groups in coping with federal policy changes and
reductions in income.

TOTALS: Research and Experimentation S S 181,500 S 131,500 S 50,000

TOTALS: Allocation, Use and Delivery of
Resources S 396,850 $ 311,511 S 452,761 S 255,600

TOTALS: Effective Functioning of
Community Systems $ 7,325,913 522,351,510 $20,345,999 $ 9,331,424
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Mission

Leadership
We will investigate and, if appropriate, fund

differing approaches to identifying leadership
needs and practices, training for leadership roles

and assuring sustained quality leadership for
strengthening the community.

Research and Training
While the essence of leadership cuts across all

missions, the Foundation directly supports
programs that train potential leaders in how to

organize and work within their communities.
Since we are reassessing this mission, no new

grants in tkis field are projected
for the next two years.

Although a payment was made,
no grants were made in this mission in 1984.

Total grant activity since 1976 is approximately $1.5 million.



Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Pec. 31, 1963 inductions] Payments Dec. 31, 1984

RESEARCH AND TRAINING

APPALACHIAN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION ASSOCIATES, INC. — Sevierville, Tennessee
To continue matching support for the Southern $ 20,000 $ 20,000
Appalachia Leadership Training (SALT) program and
assistance to emerging community leaders and groups in
Southern Appalachia. SALT works chiefly in West Virginia.
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Virginia and North Carolina.

TOTALS: Leadership $ 20,000 S 20,000
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Governance

Grant activity in this area totaled $755,162 in
1984 and concentrated on strengthening
community foundations as well as other
organizations serving the field of philanthropy,
The technical assistance and direct grant
programs for community foundations continued.
In addition, a new program was initiated that
links community foundations with local
neighborhood organizations in low income
areas. Support to several philanthropic "trade"
organizations was used for research, publishing
and dissemination activities. Since 1976, the
Foundation has given $3.3 million in this area.

Gran tee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

Redii . ' • i . Payments
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1964

COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS

ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
To help the Albuquerque Community Foundation begin
building its unrestricted and administrative endowments
through a four-to-one challenge grant.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
$ 25,000 $ 20,000 $

ARIZONA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Phoenix
To provide partial administrative support for the 14,000
Arizona Community Foundation through a dollar-for-dollar
match grant.
For minigrants to three low-income neighborhood 15,000
groups in or near Phoenix, to be disbursed by the Arizona
Community Foundation, as part of a pilot project to
encourage community foundations to take a focused
approach to strengthen neighborhood-based groups.

ARKANSAS COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC. - Little Rock
To provide partial administrative support for the 10,000 5,000
Arkansas Community Foundation and promote giving within
the state of Arkansas.

COASTAL BEND COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Corpus Christi, Texas
To build the Coastal Bend Community Foundation's 27,000
charitable endowment as well as to provide partial
administrative support.

COMMISSION ON RELIGION IN APPALACHIA - Knoxville, Tennessee
To provide partial support for a study on the 15,000
feasibility of starting a community foundation for the
Appalachian region.

15,000 $ 30,000

14,000

15,000

[0,000

9.000

15,000

5.000

t8,OOG

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER WASHINGTON, INC. - Washington, D.C
A challenge grant made on a five-to-one matching 50,000 50,000
basis to assist in endowment building.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Gran tee /Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF NEW JERSEY - Orange
To encourage community foundations to take a focused 15,000 15,000
approach to strengthening low-income neighborhood groups
in their communities. CFNJ is one of eight community
foundations selected to participate in this three-year pilot
program.

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE GREATER BALTIMORE AREA, INC. — Baltimore, Maryland
Second-year partial administrative funding for a 25,000 25,000
community foundation undergoing revitalization.

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Washington, DC.
To enable the Council on Foundations to deliver a 108,469 113,662 108,469 113,662
variety of technical -assistance services to new, smaller or
revitalizing community foundations.

DAYTON FOUNDATION - Dayton, Ohio
For minigrants to low-income neighborhood groups, 25,000 25,000
to be disbursed by the Dayton Foundation, as part of a pilot
project to encourage community foundations to take a
focused approach to strengthening neighborhood-based
organizations.

DULUTH-SUPERIOR AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Duluth, Minnesota
To provide partial administrative support for the 25,000 25,000
Duluth-Superior Area Community Foundation.

aiNT PUBLIC TRUST - Flint, Michigan
To stimulate growth of the FFT's endowment 50,000 50,000
and strengthen it as a philanthropic institution through a
challenge grant made on a one-to-two matching basis.

To challenge the Flint Public Trust to raise 10,000 10,000
additional endowment contributions for the Ryder Fund,
established in support of youth programs in the community.

GREATER CHARLOTTE FOUNDATION, INC. — Charlotte, North Carolina
For minigrants to low-income neighborhood groups, 35,000 35,000
to be distributed by the Greater Charlotte Foundation as
part of a pilot project to encourage community foundations
to take a focused approach to strengthening
neighborhood-based organizations.

GREATER KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Kansas City, Missouri
For minigrants to low-income neighborhood groups, 25,000 25,000
to be distributed by the Greater Kansas City Community
Foundation, as part of a three-year pilot project to encourage
community foundations to take a focused approach to
strengthening neighborhood-based organizations.

GREATER TACOMA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC. — Tacoma, Washington
To provide partial administrative support for the 30,000 30,000
Greater Tacoma Community Foundation.

GREATER TUCSON AREA FOUNDATION, INC. — Tucson, Arizona
To continue general support for the Tucson 15,000 15,000
Community Foundation.
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Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

GREATER WORCESTER COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC, - Worcester, Massachusetts
To encourage community foundations to take a focused 15,000 15,000
approach to strengthening low-income neighborhood groups
in their communities. The Greater Worcester Community
Foundation is one of eight foundations selected to participate
in this three-year pilot program.

NORTH DAKOTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Bismarck
To continue partial administrative support for the 10,000 15.000 10,000 15,000
North Dakota Community Foundation.

OREGON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION — Portland
For minigrants, to be disbursed to low-income 35,000 35,000
neighborhood groups by the Oregon Community
Foundation, as part of a pilot project to encourage
community foundations to take a focused approach to
strengthening neighborhood-based organizations.

RAINBOW RESEARCH, INC. — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To evaluate the Mott Foundation's Neighborhoods 25,000 25,000
Small Grants Program, which encourages community
foundations to take a focused approach to strengthening
low-income neighborhood groups in their communities.

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL FOUNDATION - Sacramento, California
To provide administrative support for the Sacramento 30,000 30,000
Regional Foundation through a challenge grant.

SAN DIEGO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - San Diego, California
For minigrants, to be disbursed by the San Diego 25,000 25,000
Community Foundation to low-income neighborhood
organizations in the San Diego area, as part of a pilot
project to encourage community foundations to take a
focused approach to strengthening neighborhood-based
organizations.

TRIDENT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Charleston, South Carolina
Support for a marketing program promoting public 30,000 15,000 15,000
awareness of the Trident Community Foundation and funds
to increase its endowment through a challenge program,
which will provide Si of Mott money (up to $15,000) for
every $5 of local support.

TOTALS: Community Foundations S 306,469 $ 534.662 S 537.469 S 305,662

FOUNDATION-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS — Grand Haven
To continue general support for the council, a $ 8,500 $ 8,500
statewide membership organization offering a range of
services and programs to enhance philanthropy in Michigan.

For tours and other special activities offered 8,000 8,000
during the council's annual conference in Flint in November.

To help the Council of Michigan Foundations continue to ^ 500 14 IJQQ
publish "The Michigan Scene," a quarterly newsletter.
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Grantee / Program
Unpaid Grants Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

2,500

$ 2,000

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS, INC. - Washington, D.C.
To encourage and facilitate communication among 2,500
grantmakers with a common interest in pre-collegiate
education and to provide information to this group about
private and public sector activities in pre-collegiate
education.

To provide partial support for a study of the 2,000
issues surrounding indirect costs and the impact of related
current foundation funding practices.

Continuing partial support for the council, a 70,000
national membership organization of independent,
community and company foundations, that provides services
to improve grant-making operations in principle and in
practice.

FINANCIAL ANALYSTS RESEARCH FOUNDATION - Charlottesville, Virginia

70,000

For general support of research of value to
practicing financial analysts and publication of the results.

FOUNDATION CENTER - New York, New York
To continue general support of the center's program
to gather, analyze and distribute information on the
foundation field. The center maintains four offices and four
libraries in the United States and 120 cooperating library
collections in the 50 states, Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands.

To provide partial support for the renovation and
moving costs of the Foundation Center's offices.

INDEPENDENT SECTOR — Washington, D.C.
Continued general support of an organization
working to preserve and enhance the national tradition of
giving, volunteering and not-for-profit initiative.

To provide partial support for the dissemination
of the film 'To Care: American Voluntary Spirit," produced
for Independent Sector as a training tool.

To provide partial support for studies and
papers on the implications of the various tax reform
proposals on private philanthropy and voluntary initiative.

1,000

30,000

1,000

30,000

25,000

5.000

25.000

30,000

25,000

5,000

25,000

• , oa

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY - Washington, D.C.
To provide general support for the work of 20,000 20,000
the NCRP in promoting the interests and perspectives of the
poor, minority and newer, non-traditional groups within the
field of philanthropy, and to encourage equity, accessibility
and accountability among philanthropic institutions.

TOTALS: Foundation-Related Organizations $ 1,000 $ 220,500 S 209,500 S 12,000

TOTALS: Governance S 309,469 $ 755,162 $ 746,969 5 317,662
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Program Philosophy Renewal

Funds in this area are used for exploratory
activities over and above the program grants
budgeted within missions. 1984 grant activity
totaled $60,000 and approximately $328,000 has
been spent since 1976.

Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31. 1964

FOOD FOR THE HUNGRY, INC. - Scottsdale, Arizona
To continue general support of a program to provide 5 60,000 $ 30,000 $ 30,000
relief1 and self-help development assistance for refugees and
other hungry people in troubled areas of the world.

TOTALS: Program Philosophy Renewal S — $ 60,ooo S 30,000 S 20,000

Employee/Trustee Matching/Initiated Grants

Trustee and employee contributions to charity
continued to rise substantially under this
program in which the Foundation matches
contributions two-to-one. These matching grants
totaled $140,015 in 1984, bringing the amount
raised under this five-year-old program to
approximately $376,000. Individual trustees
may make grants of up to $10,000
under the Trustee-Initiated Grants program.

Unpaid Grants Unpaid
Grantee/Program Dec. 31, 1983 (Reductions) Payments Dec. 31, 1984

EMPLOYEE/TRUSTEE MATCHING/INITIATED GRANTS
The Mott Foundation matches its trustees' and $ 260,015 5 260,015
employees' contributions to charity on a two-to-one basis.
Figure includes Trustee-Initiated Grants.

TOTALS: Employee /Trustee
Matching/Initiated Grants $ — $ 260,015 S 260,015 S —
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Unclassified

Approximately $2.3 million has been spent in
this area since 1976 on programs that contribute
generally to our overall philosophy yet may not
relate to any specific principle or mission. 1984
grant activity totaled $255,000.

Grantee/Program
Unpaid

Dec. 31, 1983
Grants

(Reductions) Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1984

$ 230,000 230.000

FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION — Hint, Michigan
Support for the General Services-Administration
Department of the Flint school system, which oversees the
financial administration of all Mott Foundation grants to the
board.

MICHIGAN COLLEGES FOUNDATION, INC. - Detroit
To support an administrative endowment lor the $ 25.000
Michigan Colleges Foundation, Inc. (MCF). which will
defray the operating costs of the organization and ensure
that the major part of future contributions goes directly to
the 16 member colleges. The challenge grant was offered on
a one-to-one matching basis.

STATUE OF LIBERTY-ELLIS ISLAND FOUNDATION, INC, — New York, New York
To contribute to a national campaign for $230 million 25.000 25,000
to restore the Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.

25.000 S 25.000 25.000

TOTALS: Unclassified $ 50,000 $ 255,000 S 50,000 :.-: ,000

TOTALS: All Grants S 9,586,207 $ 28,417,900 S 26,513,612 S 11,492,495
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Distributions
Foundation distributions of grant payments,

excise taxes and administrative expenses totaled
$30,790,409 in 1984, for tax purposes, against
an annual payout requirement of 5 percent of
the current year's average asset value or
$25,972,809. In 1983, the actual payout
distribution was $31,700,266 against a required
payout of $25,266,710. Because the Foundation
has consistently paid out more than the
International Revenue Service code requirement,
our actual required payout for tax purposes is
significantly less than indicated.

Foundation awards increased substantially last
year to total 356 grants at $28,417,900, up from
349 grants totaling $22,334,271 in 1983. This
year, new awards totaled 141 and there were
215 renewals. Grant applications dipped slightly
last year to 1,749, down from 1,790 in 1983.
Our grantmaking centered in Michigan -
primarily Flint. Thirty-three percent of the
Foundation's grantmaking was made in other
states and four grants were made in Canada,
England and the Virgin Islands. The Foundation,
which received the bulk of its assets in 1963,
has awarded $434 million in grants since its
founding in 1926.

The broad grant-making activity of the
Foundation is profiled briefly under each
mission, including current program priorities.
This material will assist in understanding the
relationship between individual grants. Detailed
descriptions of each grant can be found in 1984
Facts on Grants, a supplement to the annual
report.

Investments
Assets totaled $572,341,683 at the close of

1984, approximately a $17 million increase over
1983. Income from investments was up
considerably last year to $34,380,414 from
$30,429,964, or an increase of about 13 percent.
Our investment portfolio was invested for an
income yield of 6.6 percent, up from 6.1 percent
in 1983.

Staff
There have been few changes in staff during

this reporting period, the only new member to
fill a vacancy in the communications
department. Carol D. Rugg, former assistant
features editor of The Flint Journal, joined the
staff in January, 1985, and immediately began
the first of several trips to prepare material for
the special section of this annual report.

Carol brought experience as a prize-winning
feature writer to her assignment of spotlighting
some of the neighborhoods where Foundation
grants have helped to improve the quality of
living. She holds a bachelor and master's degree
from the University of Michigan.

Occasionally the services of a Foundation staff
member are loaned to another agency. There
was an unusual twist to this custom late in 1984
when program officer Cathy Nelles joined the
Kresge staff temporarily while two staff
members there are on leave. She is expected to
return at the end of June.

Dr. Rebecca Hutton, who was a consultant to
the National Community Education Association
before joining the Foundation staff as a program
associate in February, 1981, returned to the
NCEA in January, 1985, for a year's service on
loan as a staff liaison. She is working in such
areas as membership promotion, funding and
marketing.

At the end of 1984, our staff totaled 28
professionals, 21 administrative-support, and
five professional consultants.

Governance
1984 marked the first change in our Board of

Trustees in four years. Marjorie Powell Allen,
president of the Powell Family Foundation of
Shawnee Mission, Kansas, was elected to the
board as successor to William S. Ballenger, Jr.,
who retired at the end of the year. Mrs, Allen's
broad experience in philanthropy, education,
business, entrepreneurial enterprise and civic
affairs is expected to give her solid insight into
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our grant-making goals and objectives. Mr.
Ballenger, a trustee since 1971, was chairman of
the Audit Committee. Although he has resigned
from that position, he is continuing to serve on
the Investment Committee, where his knowledge
of Foundation operations and his many years of
experience as a banker make his contribution
invaluable. In a resolution honoring him For his
contributions, the board cited his service during
the years when the Foundation was developing
national outreach and projects for revitalization
of downtown Flint. The board took note of his
long record ot civic leadership, which grew from
a family tradition.

It was a busy year for our trustees, who serve
without compensation. They had four regular,
two-day quarterly meetings and one special
meeting during the year. The Executive
Committee met three times; the Investment
Committee, seven times, and the Audit
Committee, three times. The Long-Range
Planning Committee had one meeting. In
addition, 10 of our 11 board members, along
with staff spent three days in Washington, D.C.
with national public policy specialists convened
by the American Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research. Although trustees and staff
have participated in the past in out-of-town or
on-site retreats to review grant-making priorities,
this was the first seminar bringing so many
together to consider social and economic issues
and longer-term trends. All returned home with
a shopping list of program ideas for refinement
and further exploration.
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Profile of the Mott Foundations Grant-making Activities

Grant Activity (000 omitted)

Percentage
of Dollars

1980 1984 • 1980 1984 I 1980 1984 • 1980 1984

Dollars £20,994 990

Grants 203 13

869 2,811 5,082 24,617 $26,944 28,418

106 167 54 176 363 356

'Note: Presidential authority is limited to grants af $25,000 or less and are made without prior
Board approval: special authority reflects trustee approval for the president to grant funds
authorized either specifically or in concept by the Board.

Program, Capital Development and Endowment Grants (OOP omitted)
Percentage
of Dollars Program

1980 1984 I 1980 1984 I 1980 1984 II 1980 1984

Dollars $23.858 15,089

Grants

1,935 10,774 1,151 2,555 526,944 28.418

355 342 li.' 363 356
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Geographic Distribution of Funds (000 omitted]

Percentage
nf Dollars

Dollars 510.921 15,564

Grants 70 70

1,604 3,218 13,959 9,245 460 131 260 0 526,944 28,418

28 28 250 254 0 N/A 363 356
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Ten-Year Statistical Profile

Assets - Market Value (millions)

Total Income* - Actual Dollars (millions)

1984 - 75 Charles Stewart Mott Foundation Selected Financial Information
(000 omitted)

Total Assets -
Total Assets -

Total Assets -

Total Income*
Total Income"

Market Value
1975 Dollars

Cost

- 1975 Dollars

Foundation Fund

1984

5572,342
301,681

444,331

41.650
21.954

557.518

1983

$555,393
304,300

434.661

31,028
17,000

541,994

1982

$471.299
268,028

374,151

31,448
17,884

455,176

1981

$386.204
228.169

363,185

28,053
16,574

374,757

1980

$428,261
275,629

3b2,S81

27.868
17.936

416.255

1979

$407,184
294,557

357,741

30,030
21.724

392,056

1978

$396,427
324,912

361,673

31.205
25.576

382,379

1977

$419,694
375,039

362,731

32.181
28.757

410,589

1976

462,495
441.266

355,017

30,464
29,066

446.470

1975

$377.043
377,043

337,676

18.178
18.178

364,150

"Note: Effective 1980, refunds are included in income. Prior to 1980. grants are shown net of refunds. 1984 includes $6.7 million
received as payment on a repayable grant.
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Coopers & Lybrand

Certified Public Accountants

To the Board of Trustees of
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation:

We have examined the balance sheet of Charles Stewart Mott Foundation as at December 31, 1984 and
1983, and the related statements of income, expenditures and changes in fund balance and changes in
cash for the years then ended. Our examinations were made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly the financial position of
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation at December 31, 1984 and 1983, and its income, expenditures and
changes in fund balance and changes in cash for the years then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.

Coopers & Lybrand

Detroit, Michigan
February 21, 1985
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Balance Sheet December 31. 1984 and 1983

ASSETS 1984 1983

Cash $ 232,680 $ 2,092,452

Marketable securities, at market value:
Fixed income obligations:

Money Market Fund 24,729,352 5,359,751
Commercial paper 2,980,417
Short-term U. S. Treasury bills 33,420,908
U. S. Government obligations 106,715,198 100,664,184
Other bonds, convertible 1,077,500 1,100,000
Other bonds, not convertible 8,500,755 8,737,236

Common and preferred stocks 417,683,783 390,234,303
558,706,588 542,496,799

Investment in real estate:
Land 122,852 122,852
Buildings, improvements and equipment, net of

accumulated depreciation of $2,195,940 in 1984
and $1,996,696 in 1983 1,389,787 1,395,844

Other assets 11,889,776 9,284,630
$ 572,341,683 $ 555,392,577

LIABILITIES AND FOUNDATION FUND

Accounts payable and other liabilities 965,722 $ 211,426
Excise tax 2,365,000 3,599,000
Unexpended grants 11.492,495 9,588,207

14,823,217 13,398,633

FOUNDATION FUND 557,518,466 541,993,944
$ 572.341,683 S 555,392,577

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statement of Income, Expenditures and
C-hangeS m Fund Balance for the years ended December 31. 1984 and 1983

1984 1983

Income:
Dividends $ IP, 105.785 $ 17,887,863
Interest 15,498,521 12,793,698
Other income (loss), net (223,8Q21 (251,597)

34.380,414 30,429,964

Less:
Investment expenses 406,573 581,134
Provision for excise tax 666,282 1,648,513

1,072,855 2,229,647
Net investment income 28,200,317

Grants and expenses:
Grants 28,417,900 22,334,271

Less:
Refunds on unexpended grants 569,196 598,276
Payment on repayable grant —

21,148,704 21,735,995

Administrative expenses 3,046,866 3,759,508
Direct expenses for charities 570.762 245,617

24.766,332 25.741,120

Excess of income over grants and expenses 8,541,227 2,459,197

Contributions received 3,673,735

Realized gain on sale or grant of assets 3,15b,195 57,541,380

Change in market value of securities, net of change
in deferred excise taxes of $363,000 in 1984
and $440,000 in 1983 3,827,100 23,143,152

Foundation Fund:
Beginning of year 541.993,944- 455,176,480
End of year 5 557.518,466 S 541,993,944

The accompanying notes arc an integral part of the financial statements.
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Statement of Changes in Cash for the years ended December 31, 1984 and 1983

1984 1983

Sources of cash:
Excess of income over grants and expenses $ 8,541,227 $ 2,459,197
Depreciation expense 209,146 200,880
Proceeds from sales or redemptions of investments:

Money Market Fund 64,316,045 83,535,221
Commercial paper 2,980,417 26,329,611
Short-term U. S. Treasury bills 33,420,908
U. S. Government obligations 11,489,009 15,835,081
Other bonds, not convertible 628,530
Common and preferred stocks 15,189,892 90,410,356

Contributed value of donated property 593,776 3,945,000
Contributions received 3,673,735
Increase in unexpended grants 1,904,288
Increase in excise taxes, currently payable 948,000
Other 920,957 —

140,194,195 227,337.081

Uses of cash:
Purchases of investments:

Money Market Fund 83,685,646 75,345,877
Commercial paper 29,310,188
Short-term U. S. Treasury bills 33,420,908
U. S. Government obligations 16,384,776 36,862,188
Common and preferred stocks 37,696,930 42,152,132
Purchases of investments, real estate 214,524 195,047

Book value of donated property 595,945 3,694,972
Increase in other assets 2,605,146 1,167,394
Decrease in unexpended grants 3,990,810
Decrease in excise taxes, currently payable 871,000
Other 117,347

142,053,967 226,256,863
Increase (decrease) in cash (1,859,772) 1,080,218
Cash, beginning of year 2,092,452 1,012,234
Cash, end of year S 232,680 $ 2,092,452

The accompanying notes are art integral part of the financial statements,
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Notes to Financial Statements

A. Accounting Policies:
The following is a summary of significant

accounting policies followed in the preparation
of these financial statements.

Method of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared

on the accrual basis of accounting which
includes recognition of dividends, interest,
investment real estate income, and expenses as
earned or incurred. Grants are recognized in the
year authorized by the Foundation Trustees.

Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are stated at market

value based on December 31 published
quotations. Gains and losses from sales of
securities are determined on an average cost
basis.

Investment Real Estate
Investment real estate and additions thereto

are stated at cost or market value at date of
receipt. Depreciation of these properties is
determined on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of the assets. Furniture
and fixture costs are expensed as incurred.

Other Assets
Other assets are stated at cost or market value

at date of receipt. Investments in partnerships
are recorded at cost, adjusted for the
Foundation's proportionate share of
undistributed earnings or losses.

Pension Costs
The Foundation maintains a pension plan

covering substantially all of its employees.
Pension expense includes amortization of prior
service costs over a period of 40 years. The
Foundation's policy is to fund pension costs
accrued.

B. Pension Plan:
Pension expense was $161,575 for 1984 and

$169,202 for 1983. A comparison of
accumulated plan benefits and plan net assets as
of the most recent benefit information dates are
presented at below:

Actuarial present value of
accumulated plan
benefits

Net assets available for
benefits

July 1,
1984 1983

$ 918,837 $ 896,474

$1,405,471 $1,207,775

The average assumed rate of return used in
determining the actuarial present value of
accumulated plan benefits was 6 percent for
both 1984 and 1983.

C, Contributions Received:
The Foundation was a legatee under the will

of Charles Stewart Mott (deceased). The
administrators of the estate distributed to the
Foundation assets of $3,673,735 in 1983.

D- Excise Tax:
The liability for excise tax is composed of the

following:
1984 1*83

Currently payable $ 848,000 $1,719,000
Deferred 1,517,000 1,880,000

£2,365,000 $3,599,000

The deferred excise tax represents the tax on
unrealized marketable security gains.

E. Grants:
Pursuant to distribution regulations of the

Internal Revenue Code for private foundations,
the Foundation is not required to make any
qualifying grant distributions during 1985.

F. Commitments:
At December 31, 1984, the Foundation was

guarantor of $10,050,000 of City of Flint
Downtown Development Authority limited
revenue bonds and agreed to contribute
$2,500,000 to the Water Street Pavilion Project.
Marketable securities with market values
aggregating approximately $15,000,000 have
been pledged as collateral in connection with
these commitments.
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Itemized Statement of Securities

Short-Term Corporate Notes:
Fort Washington Money Market Fund

U. S. Government Obligations:
United States Treasury Notes
10.0%, due 06/30/85
15.875%, due 09/30/85
9.75%, due 11/15/85

12.625%, due 05/31/86
14,875%, due 06/30/86
11.375%, due 08/15/86
11.125%, due 09/30/87
12.625%, due 11/15/87
15.375%, due 10/15/88
14.50%, due 07/15/89
11.875%, due 10/15/89
10.50%, due 04/15/90
10.75%, due 07/15/90
12.375%, due 04/15/91
14.50%, due 05/15/91
13.75%, due 07/15/91
12.25%, due 10/15/91
14.25%. due 11/15/91
13.75%, due 05/15/92
10.875%, due 02/15/93
11.75%, due 11/15/93

United States Treasury Bonds
7.25%, due 08/15/92
6.75%, due 02/15/93
7.875%, due 02/15/93

11.75%, due 02/15/01
14.25%, due 02/15/02
11.625%, due 11/15/02
10.75%, due 02/15/03
12.75%, due 11/15/10
14.0%, due 11/15/11

Government National Mortgage Association
7.25%, due 03/15/05
8.00%, due 04/15/05
7.25%, due 06/15/05
8.00%, due 10/15/05
8.25%, due 03/15/06
8.25%, due 04/15/06
8.25%, due 04/15/06
7.50%, due 05/15/06
8.25%, due 05/15/06
7.50%, due 06/15/06
8-25%, due 01/15/07

Principal
Amount

$ 3,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
6,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
3,000,000
2.000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000

10,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000

$ 2,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000

$ 444,545
232,404
545,590
239,082

1,275,173
619,300
431,503
528,192
558,539
573,273
959,327

Book
Amount

$ 24,729,352

Book
Amount

$ 2,942,812
3,030,237
4,906,250
3,011,719
1,995,330
2,015,625
1,989,375
3,112,500
6,418,438
2,988,250
2,989,855
1,907,500
1,923,750
3,148,125
2,240,000
2,121,875
4,135,557
1,184,375

10,264,270
1,913,750
1,024,687

$ 1,360,000
1,683,750

675,000
2,981,250
6,285,000
4,167,460
2,724,375
4,391,250
3,840,000

$ 387,865
231,823
476,027
238,483

1,255,249
609,625
424,761
512,346
549,812
556,075
968,921

Market
Value

$ 24,729,352

Market
Value

$ 3,018,750
3,143,438
5,018,750
3,109,688
2,140,000
2,040,625
2,029,375
3,149,062
6,806,250
3,343,125
3,076,875
1,944,375
1,958,125
3,115,312
2,265,625
2,195,625
4,137,500
1,123,438

11,034,375
1,929,375
1,007,812

$ 1,587,500
1,533,750

814,375
3,018,750
5,921,875
3,971,250
2,788,125
4,338,750
3,562,500

$ 327,852
179,242
402,373
184,392
993,041
482,280
336,033
392,843
434,962
426,372
747,076
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7.50%,
8.00%,
8.00%,
3.00%,
8.00%,
8.00%,

U.S.

due 04/15/07
due 07/15/07
due 07/15/07
due 07/15/07
due 07/15/07
due 01/15/08

Government Obligations Totals

Principal
Amount

S 1,492,525
718,863
637,632
871,096

1,502,690
3,497,324

S 106,127,058

Book
Amount

$ 1,423,963
717.067
636,088
868,919

1,498,934
3,326,830

$ 108,055,153

Market
Value

£ 1.110,066
554,423
491,774
671,833

1,158,950
2,697,311

S 106,715,198

Other Bonds - Convertible:

First Bank Systems, Inc. Convertible
Subordinated Debentures. 6.25%, due
06/30/2000 $ 1,000,000 $ 1.017,001 $ 1,077.500

Other Bonds - Not Convertible:
American Telephone & Telegraph Company,

4,375%, due 10/01/1996 $ 3,000,000
American Telephone £ Telegraph Company,

5.5%, due 01/01'1997 1,500,000
Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania,

6.75%, due 05/01/2008 1,000,000
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Company of

Maryland, 5.875%, due 06/01/2004 1,000,000
First of America Bank Corporation,

9.50%, due 07/01/1995 2,703,138
Indiana Bell Telephone Company,

4.75%, due 10/01/2005 1,000,000
Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph

Company, 4.50%. due 06/01/2002 1,000,000
New England Telephone & Telegraph.

4.5%, due 07/01/2002 1,500,000
Northern States Power Company of Minnesota

(first mortgage), 4.375%, due 06/01/1992 1,000.000
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company

Debentures, 4.875%, due 06/01/1998 200.000
Southern Bell Telephone Company. 4.75%, due
09/01/2000 1,000,000

Other Bonds - Not Convertible Totals 5 14,903,138 $ 9,708,735 S 8,500,755

5 1.836.480

1,052,386

773,780

698,970

2,049,763

587,830

577,460

764,805

634,760

128,000

604,501

$ 1,647.330

904,845

591,340

540,390

1,932,744

457,890

461,200

690,600

661,800

110,936

501,680
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Investment in Stocks
(Common unless noted)

ACCO World Corporation
Alagasco, Inc.
Albertson's, Inc.
Aluminum Company of America
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Ameritech Corporation
AMP, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Company
Augat, Inc.
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Avantek, Inc.
Bell Atlantic Corporation
BellSouth Corporation
Briggs & Stratton Corporation
Burlington Northern, Inc.
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Chevron Corporation
Colt Industries, Inc.
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Computervision Corporation
Cooper Industries, Inc.
Dart & Kraft, Inc.
Deere & Company
Digital Equipment Corporation
Digital Switch Corporation
Dover Corporation
Dow Chemical Company
E. I. Dupont de Nemours, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Company
Edison Brothers Stores, Inc.
Emerson Electric Company
Exxon Corporation
Federated Department Stores, Inc.
First of America Bank Corporation
First of America Bank Corporation, Preferred
First Security Corporation
Florida Power & Light Company
Fort Howard Paper Company
Gainer Corporation
Gannett, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Mills Company
General Motors Corporation
General Motors Corporation - Class E
Georgia-Pacific Corporation
W. W. Grainger Company
Halliburton Company
Harris Corporation
Hartmarx Corporation

No. of
Shares

30,000
100,000
40,000
30,000

462,532.408
49,237.822
90,000

130,000
25,000
20,000
40,000
38,037

116,334.267
10,000
50,000
85,000
60,000
25,000
15,000
30,000
65,000
75,000

130,000
50,000
30,000
50,000

150,000
70,000
70,000
25,000
85,000

160,000
30,000

134,083
357,558
15,000
42,906.541
20,000
28,000
15,000

260,000
35,000

1,250,000
62,500

150,000
50,000
80,000
50,000
70,000

Book
Amount

$ 554,400
435,680
886,900
871,332

7,427,946
2,939,576
1,578,319
3,839,667

935,025
552,475
850,750

2,218,927
2,927,545

260,101
1,598,206
4,607,955
2,086,450
1,031,975

361,500
1,229,725
2,556,601
3,290,328
3,855,718
4,823,814

649,375
1,610,912
3,535,432
2,851,763
4,643,465

675,274
4,479,464
2,013,789
1,047,219
1,352,009

10,633,775
382,051

1,201,995
1,016,925

245,000
521,650

6,614,024
1,010,270

66,628,618
2,199,471
4,016,948
2,128,093
2,632,916
1,744,723
1,624,090

Market
Value

$ 682,500
1,262,500
1,160,000
1,110,000
9,019,382
3,779,003
3,003,750
5,736,250

559,375
780,000
820,000

3,057,224
3,955,365

290,000
2,350,000
2,635,000
1,875,000
1,287,500

481,875
1,117,500
1,844,375
6,393,750
3,867,500
5,537,500

675,000
1,712,500
4,125,000
3,465,000
5,031,250

837,500
5,907,500
7,200,000
1,548,750
3,603,481
9,278,630

315,000
1,920,068
1,182,500
1,540,000

705,000
14,722,500
1,780,625

97,968,750
2,648,438
3,750,000
2,868,750
2,280,000
1,356,250
1,995,000
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Hechinger Company - Class A
Henredon Furniture
Hercules, Inc.
Hewlett Packard Company
Hoover Universal
Houston Industries
Hughes Tool Company
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines Corporation
Kerr McGee Corporation
K-Mart Corporation
Kroger Company
Lawson Products, Inc.
Levi-Strauss Company
Marsh £ McLennan Company
Masco Corporation
Masco Industries
Mclntyre Mines, Limited
Melville Corporation
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company
Monsanto Company
J. P. Morgan £ Company
NBD Bancorp
Network Systems Corporation
Nordstrom, Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Northrop Corporation
Nucor Corporation
NYNEX Corporation
Overnite Transportation Company
Pacific Telesis Group
Payless Cashways, Inc.
PepsiCo, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
PNC Financial Corporation
Premier Industrial Corporation
Procter & Gamble Company
Raytheon Company
Reynolds & Reynolds Company
Roadway Services, Inc.
Royal Dutch Petroleum Company
Sanders Associates, Inc.
Schlumberger, Limited
SEDCO, Inc.
Sonat, Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company
Southwest Airlines Company
Southwestern Bell Corporation
Standard Oil Company of Indiana

No. ot
Shares

30,000
45,000
50,000

150,000
42,500
53,300
35.000
35,000

220,000
40,000
65,000
65,000
40,000
25,846
20,000
70,000
3,500

24,600
120,000
100,000
90,000
20,000
75,000
5.000

12.500
50,000
75,000
41,600
38.964.706
20,000
38,908.053
40,000
75,000
85,000
30,000
60,000
40,000
85,000
35,000
10,000
40,000
40,000
60,000
30,000
70,000

180,087.080
42,000
65,000
49,436.319

165,000

Book
Amount

$ 549,375
1.388,502
1,812.613
4,465,213

589,520
803,007
836,040

1,162,125
12,660,937

920,852
1,936,588
2,298,813

900,000
919,799
681,760

1,116,599
65,625

687,560
3,466,930
5,783,185
2,588,570
1,059,900
1.844,080

106,875
383,125

2.930,563
1.581,800
1.550,306
2,138,655

393,938
1,942,523

883.200
3,001,150
1,890,128

576,042
1,919,877
1,501,595
3,768,190

803,440
252,500

1,994,050
1,386,590
2,786,950
1,007,250
2,411,288
2,263,159

902,561
1,492,032
2,652,026
2,724,211

Market
Value

$ 622,500
1,586,250
1,693,750
5,081,250

993,438
1,199,250

472,500
980,000

27,087,500
1,115,000
2,291,250
2,551,250

990,000
652,612

1,180,000
1,960,000

98.000
651,900

4,470,000
7,862,500
3,960,000
1,570,000
3,853,125

112,500
387,500

2,931,250
2,643,750
1,341,600
2,893,129

552,500
2,679,792

635,000
3,215,625
2,720,000
1,387,500
1,890,000
2,280,000
3,410,625
1,155,000

305,000
1,975,000
1,435,000
2,287,500
1,192,500
2,371,250
4,096,980
1,139,250
1.430,000
3,497,620
8,724.375
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Super Valu Stores
Tandy Corporation
Texas Utilities Company
Toys R Us
Union Pacific Corporation
U. S. Bancorp
U. S. Sugar Corporation
U. S. West, Inc.
Valley National Corporation
Wendy's International, Inc.
Weyerhaeuser Company
Worthington Industries, Inc.

Stock Totals

No. of
Shares

40,000
77,700

117,579.694
20,000
45,000
46,750

453,642
60,022.072
57,000
30,000

200,000
25,000

Book
Amount

$ 1,025,844
3,010,916
2,466,739

717,217
2,119,875

819,231
1,541,077
3,194,322
1,356,376

372,891
2,821,582

593,125
$ 291,000,978

Market
Value

$ 1,265,000
1,884,225
3,101,164

772,500
1,839,375
1,174,594

22,228,458
4,231,555
1,653,000

498,750
5,825,000

575,000
$ 417,683,783

Administration, Investment and Direct Charitable Expenses
(For the year ended December 31, 19841

Salaries
Other personnel costs
Operations
Professional fees
Travel and business expense
Printing and publishing

Administrative
Office

$ 606.302
372,855
348,849
214,473
102,491

$1,644.970

Program
Office

$ 836,474
49.703
7,058

109,415
143.431

$1,146.081

Communications
Department
$ 95.311

5,648
70,290
44,462
6,322

33,782
S 255.815

Administration
Total

$1,538,087
428,206
426,197
368,350
252,244

33,782
53,046,866

Investment
Office

$ 250,734
29,515
62,195
53,604
10,525

S 406.573

Direct
Charitable
$ 121.013

6,778

375,147
29,354
38.470

$ 570,762
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Other Information



Publications and Materials Available

Mott Foundation

The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 1904
Annual Report.

Facts on Grants 1984, A companion piece to the
Annual Report containing summaries of each
of the 356 grants made in that year.

In Memoriam. A booklet about the life of
Charles Stewart Mott.

The Historically Black Colleges: A New
Program of Support. A reprint of the 36-page
special section of the 1979 Annual Report.
Featuring students at four of the institutions,
it describes the history of the black colleges
and the Foundation's program of support to
black higher education.

Community Education: Partnerships for
Tomorrow. A reprint of the 52-page special
section of the 1982 Annual Report. It details
six innovative community education projects
across the country and provides a lengthy
overview of community education, including
a history of its development in this country.

Other Materials

1984 Guide to Community Education Resources.
A directory of centers for community
education development and other community
education resources. The centers assist in
starting or improving community education
programs. Many publications and other
resources are available from the organizations
listed.

Materials Produced by Grants

Many other materials have been produced as
a result of Foundation grants. The Foundation
may be contacted about publications available
on a particular subject.

Reading Up. A Foundation brochure issued on a
quarterly basis. It lists publications that are,
directly or indirectly, products of Foundation
grants. It tells how copies can be obtained,
either from the Foundation or the grantee.
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How to Apply for a Grant

Information We Need

The Mott Foundation does not have grant
application forms. Grant proposals can be
handled in one of two ways. The prospective
grantee may either submit a brief letter outlining
the details of the project being considered, or
may send a full proposal. The following basic
information is needed:
* A description of the project and what will be

accomplished.
* Why is the project needed?
* What is the population to be served?
* A brief line-item budget, including

distribution of funds if multi-year grant.
* Information about the organization seeking

the funds, including its tax exempt status and
its accomplishments to date.

* Starting and ending dates, plans for post-grant
funding and project evaluation.

Proposals should be clearly marked GRANT
PROPOSAL and addressed as follows:

Office of Proposal Entry
The Mott Foundation
1200 Mott Foundation Building
Flint, Michigan 48502-1851

Because our Board meets quarterly, proposals
can be submitted at any time during the year.
Grant proposals should not be given directly to
trustees.

Due to the large number of requests we
receive, visits, unless by invitation, are
discouraged as is direct contact with individual
trustees. Requests for meetings with Foundation
officials will be initiated only by the
Foundation.

About Our Process
It generally takes about three months for the

Foundation to process a request for funding.

An incoming proposal is assessed by a
program officer to determine whether it falls
within the general interests of the Foundation
and its current funding priorities. A
recommendation is made to either proceed with
further investigation or to deny the request.

That recommendation is reviewed by the
Proposal Review Committee, comprised of the
Foundation's senior management personnel. If
the committee believes the proposal deserves
further investigation, it is returned to the
program officer who is responsible for investi-
gating the proposal and making a
recommendation to fund, or not to fund. Often
this investigation includes lengthy conversations
with the applicant and, frequently, a site visit.

Once the program officer's recommendation is
completed, the proposal is returned to the
review committee, which determines if, and
when, it should be presented to our Board of
Trustees. In some cases, the president has the
authority to approve the grant directly. The
Foundation's Board of Trustees makes the final
decision on funding most proposals.
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Officers and Staff

Board of Trustees

C. S. Harding Mott,
Chairman

Marjorie Powell Allen
Joseph A. Anderson
Charles B. Cumings
C. S. Harding Mott, II
Maryanne Mott
Ruth R. Mott1

Willa B. Player
John W. Porter
Harold P. Rodes
William S. White
George L. Whyel
"Trustee emeritus

Audit Committee

Charles B. Cumings
Chairman

C. S. Harding Mott, II
George L. Whyel

Executive Committee

C. S. Harding Mott,
Chairman

Joseph A. Anderson
Harold P. Rodes
William S. White
George L. Whyel

Investment Committee

C. S. Harding Mott,
Chairman

William S. Ballenger, Jr.*
William S. White
George L. Whyel
'Retired trustee

Long-Range
Planning Committee
William S. White,

Chairman

Joseph A. Anderson
C. S. Harding Mott
Maryanne Mott
John W. Porter
Harold P. Rodes
George L. Whyel

Executive Office

C. S. Harding Mott
Chairman

William S. White
President and Chief Executive Officer

Ray B. Loeschner
Vice President
Chief Administrative Officer

Michael Radock
Advisor to the President

Programs

Willard J. Hertz
Vice President Program Planning
and Dissemination

Jeanette Mansour
Director of Planning

Kim Biocchi
Assistant to the Director of Planning

Jon Blyth
Program Officer

Pat Edwards
Program Officer

Geraldine Ann Larkin
Program Officer

Jack A. Litzenberg
Program Officer

Cathy Nelles**
Program Officer and
Assistant to the President

Marilyn H. Steele
Program Officer

Suzanne L. Feurt
Program Associate

Rebecca W. Hutton
Program Associate

Maureen H. Smyth
Program Associate

Ruth L. Coins
Program Assistant

Shane W. Tiedeman* *
Program Assistant

Odell Broadway
Consultant

Gertrude Cross
Consultant

Jean S. Whitney
Consultant

Administration

Richard K. Rappleye
Secretary. Treasurer

Jack C. Becker
Assistant to the Controller

Frank R. Gilsdorf
Vice President Program Administration

Jimmy L. Krause
Projects Controller

Investments

Robert E. Swaney, Jr.
Vice President Investments

Michael J. Smith
Investment Manager

Paul H. McVey
Associate Investment Manager

Communications

Judy Y. Samelson
Director of Communications

Carol D. Rugg
Contributing Writer

Colin J. McDonald*
Consultant

Ann Richards
Consultant

Staff list through May 31. 1985

"No longer with the Foundation
"Currently on leave as loaned executive
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Program and Grantee Index

A.
Albuquerque Community Foundation 94
Alcom State University Foundation, Inc 48
Allocation, Use and Delivery of Resources

(Mission Area) 87
American Association of University

Women Educational Foundation, Inc 63
American Farmland Trust 76
Annual Message 4
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church . . . .71
Appalachian Research and Education

Associates, Inc 92
Arizona Community Foundation 94
Arkansas ABLE 64
Arkansas Community Foundation, Inc. 64, 94
Arroyo Vista Family Health Center 62
Arts 44
Association of Independent Living

Centers in New York, Inc 52
Association of Neighborhood Housing

Developers, Inc 69
Audubon Society of New Hampshire 76

Beecher Community School District 49
Berrien-Cass-Van Buren Private

Industry Council 49
Big Brothers of Greater Flint 63
Black Colleges . .48
Brandeis University 50
Brown University 76
Burton Neighborhood Housing Services, Inc 74

C.
California ABLE .64
California Foundation for Independent

Living Centers 52
California Research Center 64
Careers for Later Years, Inc . 64
CHIP Fund, Inc. 76
Center for Community Change 71, 76
Center for Population Options . . 66
Center for Rural Affairs 76
Center for the Great Lakes 76
Centers for community education development:

Alaska Department of Education 82
Appalachian State University 82
Arizona State University . . . 82
Arkansas State Department of Education . . . .82
Ball State University 82
California Department of Education 82
Center for Human Resource Development 82
College of St, Thomas 82
Colorado State University 82
Community College of Rhode Island 82
Eastern Michigan University 82
Educational Information and Resource

Center.. ..82

Illinois State Board of Education 82
Indiana University of Pennsylvania 82
Iowa Department of Public Instruction .82
Kansas State University 82
Kentucky Department of Education 82
Maine Department of Educational and

Cultural Services 82
Maryland Department of Education 82
Montana State University 82
New Hampshire School Volunteer Program 82
New Mexico Association for Community

Education Development 82
New York State Department of Education 82
North Dakota State University 82
Ohio Department of Education 82
Oklahoma State University 82
Oregon Department of Education 82
Tennessee State University 82
Texas A&M University 82
University of Alabama in Birmingham 82
University of Connecticut 83
University of Florida 83
University of Georgia 83
University of Hawaii at Manoa 83
University of Missouri-St. Louis 83
University of Nebraska-Lincoln . . . 83
University of New Orleans 83
University of South Carolina 83
University of South Dakota 83
University of Southern Mississippi 83
University of Virginia 83
Utah State Office of Education 83
Washington State University 83
West Virginia College of Graduate Studies 83
Wisconsin Department of

Public Instruction 83
Worcester State College 83

Chicanes por la Causa, Inc 66
Child Trends, Inc. 66
Citizen Roles and Education 57
Citizenship (Mission Area) 56
Coastal Bend Community Foundation 94
College of the Virgin Islands 48
Commission on Religion in Appalachia 94
Common Wealth Development, Inc. 71
Community and Economic Development 68
Community Board Program, Inc .62
Community Education Programs 81
Community Effectiveness Institute 72
Community Foundations 94
Community Foundation of Greater Baltimore

Area, Inc 95
Community Foundation

of Greater Washington 94
Community Foundation of New Jersey 95
Community Identity and Stability

(Mission Area) 61
Community Organization 68
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Community Renewal (Mission Area) 68
Community Training and Assistance

Center, Inc 72
Community Well-Being 62
Concern, Inc - 76
Conservation Foundation, Inc 77
Cooperative Assistance Fund (CAF, Inc.) 69
Corporation for Enterprise Development 69, 74
Corporation for Public/Private Ventures 50, 69
Council of Chief State School Officers 83
Council of Michigan Foundations 96
Council on Foundations 69, 95, 97
Coventry, England, Department of Education 85

D.
Dayton Foundation 95
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Council

for Higher Education, Inc 50
Delta Foundation 69
Delta Institute 62
Detroit Executive Service Corps 64
Detroit Symphony Orchestra , 44
Domestic Policy Association 57
Duluth-Superior Area

Community Foundation 95

Eastern Michigan University 44
East Michigan Environmental

Action Council 77
Economic Education for Clergy, Inc 53
Edward Waters College 48
El Pajaro Community

Development Corporation 72
Eleanor Roosevelt Institute 50
Employment and Training 49
Employee/Trustee Matching Programs 98
Enterprise Foundation 69
Entrepreneurship Institute 74
Environment and Conservation 68
Environment and Energy Study Institute 77
Environmental Council on Funding, Inc 77
Environmental Law Institute 77
Environmental Policy Institute 77
Eskenosen, Inc 72
Executive Services Corps of Chicago 64
Expanding Personal Horizons

(Mission Area) 47
Expressing Individuality (Mission Area) 43

Family Relationships , 61
Fayetteville State University Foundation, Inc 48
FEAT Foundation 45, 74, 77
Federation Employment and Guidance

Service, Inc 64
Financial Analysts Research Foundation 97
First Nations Financial Project 69

Flint Area Conference, Inc 74
Flint Area Health Foundation 62
Flint Board of Education 44, 45, 46, 50, 53,

62, 63, 65, 83, 85, 89, 99
Flint City Police Department 62
Flint Community Cultural Festivals, Inc 44
Flint Community Development Corporation 74
Flint Department of Parks and Recreation 46
Flint Downtown Development Authority 46, 75
Flint Institute of Arts 44
Flint Institute of Music 44
Flint Neighborhood Improvement and

Preservation Project, Inc 75
Flint Public Trust 50, 88, 95
Flint Revitalize ti on 68
Focus: HOPE 50
Food for the Hungry, Inc 98
For A Cleaner Environment 77
Former Members of Congress 57
Foundation Board of Trustees 120
Foundation Center 97
Foundation for the Extension and Development

of American Professional Theatre 44
Foundation Publications 118
Foundation-Related Organizations 96
Friends of Sloan Museum 44

G.
GMI Engineering and Management Institute 75
Governance 94
Grambling State University Foundation, Inc 48
Greater Charlotte Foundation, Inc 95
Greater Flint Arts Council 44
Greater Kansas City Community Foundation 95
Greater Lansing Urban League, Inc 89
Greater Miami United 69
Greater Michigan Foundation 65
Greater Tacoma Community Foundation 95
Greater Tucson Area Foundation, Inc. 95
Greater Worcester Community

Foundation, Inc. 96
Gulf Coast Council of La Raza 66

H.
Handicapped 52
Harvard University 62, 63, 78
Health and Welfare PLANNING Association 83
Historic Flint AutoWorld Foundation 75, 84
How to Apply for a Grant 119
Human Environment Center 50
Human Services Coordination and

Collaboration 87

I.
Improving Management of Non-Profits 87
Independent Colleges and Universities

of Indiana Foundation, Inc 89
Independent Sector 97
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Industrial Technology Institute 70
Industry Education Council of California 51
INFORM, Inc. 78
Institute tor Local Setf-Reiiance 76, 78
Institute for Rehabilitation and Research 52
Institute for Responsive Education 84
International Center for Integrative Studies 51
International Community Education 81

I.
J-V-L Housing Corporation 72
Jobs for America's Graduates, Inc 51
Jobs for Youth-Boston 51
Johnson Foundation 48
Johns Hopkins University 66
Junior Achievement of

Greater Genesee Valley, Inc 54
Junior League of St. Louis, Missouri 66

K
Keystone Center 78

L
Land Institute 78
Leadership (Mission Area) 91
League of Women Voters Education Fund 78
Leicestershire County Council 85
Literacy Volunteers of America, Inc 84
Los Angeles Council on Careers

for Older Americans 65

M.
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation . . .51
MDC, Inc 51, 52
Metropolitan Detroit Youth Foundation, Inc 51
Metropolitan Senior Federation 65
Michigan Colleges Foundation, Inc. 99
Michigan Council of Independent

Living Programs, Inc 53
Michigan Department of Natural Resources 78
Michigan Foundation for the Arts 44
Michigan League for Human Services 88
Michigan Quality of Work Life Council 54
Michigan Special Olympics 46
Michigan State University 62
Michigan United Conservation Clubs 78
Mississippi Action for Community Education 72
Monroe County Health Department 66
Mott Community College 51, 84
Mott Foundation Missions and Policies:

Allocation, use and delivery of resources 87
Citizenship 56
Community identity and stability 61
Community renewal 68
Expanding personal horizons 47
Expressing individuality 43
Governance 94
Leadership 91

Openness 81
Program philosophy renewal 98
Unclassified 99
Volunteerism . . . . 58

NAACF Special Contribution Fund 57
National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies 45
National Association of Private

Industry Councils 51
National Association of State Boards

of Education 84
National Association of the Partners

of the Alliance, Inc 86
National Center for Community

Education 84
National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs 72
National Child Labor Committee 51
National Commission for Cooperative

Education 52
National Committee for Citizens in Education 84
National Committee for Responsive

Philanthropy 97
National Community Education Association 84
National Congress for Community

Economic Development 70
National Council of Independent

Living Programs 53
National Council of La Raza 72
National Council on Employment Policy 52
National Council on the Aging 65
National Development Council 70
National Federation of Parents for

Drug-Free Youth 62
National Governors' Association Center

for Policy Research 78
National Municipal League 65, 88
National Neighborhood Coalition 72
National Public Radio 78
National School Public Relations Association 84
National Training and Information Center 70, 72
National Urban League, Inc 66
National Wildlife Federation 79
Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. 79
Nature Conservancy 45, 79
Neighborhood Institute 73
New Alchemy Institute 79
New York City Board of Education 85
North Dakota Community Foundation 96
Northeast-Midwest Institute 70
Northern Rockies Action Group, Inc 73
Northwest Evergreen Lahser Community

Organizing Project 73
Northwest Regional Foundation 57

O.
Oakland Schools 57
Oakland Unified School District . . .67
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Oceanic Society 79
Ohio University 63
Openness (Mission Area) 81
Operation ABLE 65
Oregon Community Foundation 96

P.
Partners for Livable Places 70
Pension Rights Center 65
Peoples Involvement Corp 70
Portland West Neighborhood

Planning Council 70
Potomac Institute 89
Pratt Institute 70
President and Fellows of Harvard College 64
Private Sector Initiatives 87
Program Philosophy Renewal 98

R.
Rainbow Research, Inc 96
Recreation and Leisure 45
Remediation and Training Institute 52
Research and Experimentation 87
Resources for the Future 79
Rocky Mountain Institute 70
Robert R. Moton Memorial Institute, Inc 48
Rural Coalition 73
Rust College 49, 70

S.
Sacramento Regional Foundation 96
St. Louis Public Schools 67
San Diego Community Foundation 96
San Diego County Department of Education 85
San Francisco Study Center, Inc 64
School Board of Sarasota County, Florida 67
Scientists' Institute for Public Information,

Inc 79
Seattle Indian Health Board 67
Senior Action Coalition of Lorain County 73
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Skid Row Development Corporation 71
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Southeastern Vermont Community Action,
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Southold Heritage Foundation 73
Southwest Regional Laboratory 67
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Statue of Liberty - Ellis Island

Foundation, Inc 99
Support Center 88
Syracuse University 53
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Trustees of Health and Hospitals of the

City of Boston 67
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United Cerebral Palsy Association of Michigan . . . .53
United Citizens Organization (UCO)

of Easl Chicago 73
United Way of Genesee and Lapeer Counties 88
University of Alabama in Birmingham 63
University of California-Los Angeles 54, 89
University of California-San Francisco 53
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore 49
University of Michigan 49, 63, 71
Urban Coalition of Greater Flint 66
Urban Institute 67, 89
Urban League of Flint 45, 63
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Values Clarification 46
Vanderbilt University 79
Vermont Center for Independent Living 53
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and

State University 85
Volunteerism (Mission Area) 58
VOLUNTEER: The National Center

for Citizen Involvement 59
Voorhees College 49

W.
Waste Systems Institute of Michigan, Inc 79
Wayne State University 45, 71
Western Michigan University 49, 85
Wilberforce University 49
Wilderness Society 79
Wisconsin Positive Youth Development

Initiatives, Inc 85
Women and Foundations Corporate

Philanthropy 67
Women's Institute for Housing

and Economic Development 71
Woodstock Institute 71
Work in America Institute, Inc 52, 54
World Institute on Disability 53
World Resources Institute . .80

Y.
York University 86
Youth Project 73

T
Too-Early Childbearing 61
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